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I - CHAIR’S
STATEMENT

(https://www.cmvm.pt/pt/CMVM/Linhas%20de%20a%C3%A7%C3%A3o/Pages/prioridades_2020.aspx)

1
  Available in www.cmvm.pt  > A CMVM > Prioridades

From this vantage point, as I write these words, 2019, referred to in this Report, seems 
very far away. At the beginning of 2019, we were preparing for Brexit, with its challenges 
and opportunities and, optimistically we looked forward to what promised to be the first 
year of market recovery after the great financial crisis. Today, in mid-2020, we are dealing 
with the still uncertain impacts of an unexpected health crisis that has rapidly spread to 

the economy and the financial system and talking about it in this message has become unavoidable.

I’ll come back to that later, but 2019 was a year of important advances in the CMVM (some of them, I 
dare say, historic).

2019 was a year that affirmed the values of the CMVM. In the context of our mission and the vision 
we have for the CMVM, we assumed for ourselves and before all a set of values that have guided us in 
fulfilling the Priorities that we have defined and disseminated, in line with the accountability that we 
pursued last year1. Collaboration, Timeliness, Transparency, Discipline, Innovation, and Integrity have 
guided and will guide the CMVM, giving coherence to everything we do to protect the investor and to 
contribute to market development and financial stability. 
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It was also in 2019 that we adopted a new institutional image, in line with a policy of relationship and 
the strengthening of communication at the service of our mission – a milestone in the history of 
CMVM, reflecting a position of commitment in CMVM’s turn to the outside and the challenge of inno-
vation, which we do not refuse.

But 2019 also saw a gain in momentum of an ambition for enlargement and purpose in our perfor-
mance, which led us to embrace projects and pursue innovative goals. In a word, it emboldened us. 
Sustainability, prudential and macroprudential supervision, ethics and governance, simplification, 
competitiveness, proximity, public service to the community, organisational transformation – many 
new things happened at the CMVM in 2019, in a sustained dynamic to drive our process of evolution 
towards being a regulator-modeler, interventional, pedagogical, with a clear and strong idea about 
our role in the community.

None of these values, projects or ambitions were relegated to being just so many words. We made 
public commitments in early 2019; this is the time to account for what we were able to accomplish. 

Using our values, projects, ambitions, and purpose as a backdrop and driving force, 
and our 2019 Priorities as a goal, it is worth mentioning some of the main milestones 
of 2019.

Regarding the timeliness and predictability of our performance, a theme that is very 
dear to our supervised entities and a critical factor of market competitiveness: you will find on the 
following pages the impressive numbers on the reduction of reaction and response times in super-
vision, registrations, authorising acts and approval of prospectuses, advertising and operations, in a 
detailed response to a recurring market request that translates into gains already widely perceived. 
The complaint assessment model has been fully revised, significantly shortening reaction and 
process completion times, thereby providing a better service to investors.

A transversal objective of simplification was linked to timeliness. In addition to enhancing the punc-
tuality of our operations, simplification brings global competitiveness to our market, removing 
obstacles in the relationship of economic agents with the market and with regulation and supervi-
sion. Along this line we saw the in-depth review of the legal regime of investment fund management 
companies and securitisation companies carried out in 2019, preparing the new prudential super-
vision powers that would transfer to the CMVM in 2020, aiming to simplify the regime and increase 
the agility of supervision and the supervised entities. Other regulatory measures were carried out in 
2019, seeking, on the one hand, a decisive simplification - the full revision of the Securities Code, as 
it commemorated its 20th year, the draft proposal of which is awaiting follow-up by the Government, 
and the revision of the general audit supervision regime; on the other hand, seeking to make new 
instruments available, such as Credit Funds or Real Estate Investment Companies (SIGI). We have 
also launched an ambitious project to simplify reporting duties, which are expected to be completed 
by 2020.

This was also the year we drew closer. Without ever losing sight of the discipline and integrity that 
marks our performance, we laid the bases for an institutional relationship of collaboration and proxi-
mity with the supervised entities and investors, translated into a continuous dialogue with our stake-
holders with their prior involvement in regulatory projects, work sessions and clarification meetings, 

I - Chair’s statement
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offering them direct contacts, the issuance of Questions and Answers, the revision of the website – 
thus contributing to the strengthening of investor confidence.
The approach to regulatory policy and supervision has also seen major changes. Betting on a model of 
action based on the main risks and main supervisory gains, but also on integrating financial stability 
into our mandate, the CMVM set out on a new path in identifying and treating macro-financial risks, 
including some internal structural reorganisation, in order to ensure a regulatory policy and supervi-
sion tailored to the risks and opportunities and ensuring appropriate responses.

Under the aegis of discipline, transparency and integrity we have made very complex decisions - 
some of them unprecedented - of supervision: interventions on auditors to determine their removal 
from the profession; the inhibition of voting rights of key shareholders of national issuers as a result 
of non-transparent qualified holdings; the prohibition of the marketing of binary options under the 
new powers conferred by MiFID II; or the CMVM’s action in the termination of the Takeover Bid regis-
tration procedure on EDP are examples of a non-complacent action, focused on transparency, inte- 
grity and discipline, from which we do not shrink back, and which is, along with collaboration and 
proximity, a critical element for the recovery and consolidation of investor confidence, in itself deci-
sive for the dynamism of the market.

It was these values of discipline and transparency that led to the development of an innovative model 
of audit quality indicators (AQI) and the model of grading of audit supervision results. 

Sustainability, a theme proposed by CMVM to the market in an innovative way in 2018, assumed a 
very important role in our activity in 2019. We launched a wide-spectrum public consultation on the 
subject, launched an area of our website dedicated to sustainable finance, joined the ESMA and IOSCO 
Working Groups and signed the Commitment Charter for Sustainable Financing in Portugal, which 
aims to promote the incorporation of environmental and sustainability criteria into the financial 
sector’s activity for a carbon-neutral economy in 2050. Internally, in 2019 the CMVM made advances 
in digitisation and achieved a drastic reduction in the consumption of paper, electricity, and water.

The concern for sustainability, along with a concern for a just distribution of the financing of CMVM by 
our supervised entities, has also determined the submission to the Government of a draft proposal, 
pending follow-up, to change our financing model, which is not suited to the structure, risks and 
burdens of supervision, in terms that compromise its fairness and financial sustainability.

Along the lines of innovation, we cannot omit references to the authorisation of the first social 
investment fund, the launch of FinLab together with other financial regulators, and a communication 
channel between them and financial innovators.

It was these important advances of 2019 that allow us today, dealing with the most unex-
pected and unprepared of crises, to prove we are prepared, as an organisation, to fulfil our 
mission with the same discipline and a greater in-depth approach even in the most unexpected 
and unknown of circumstances, and in full respect for the safety and well-being of the people 
who work with us. The steps already taken in the CMVM+ Transformation Programme, begun in 

2019, have contributed to this, which, depending mainly on the budgetary framework and conditions, 
is an investment we hope can be completed in the first half of 2021. Also making its contribution was 
the maturing of human resources policies in 2019 on flexible schedules and telework, which we were 

I - Chair’s statement
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preparing to implement when reality anticipated them.

What we have done is a collective effort. From the outset, it was a major 
effort by the people of the CMVM, who saw their responsibilities increased 
due to new jurisdictions, projects, and ambitions, in the face of a 7.5% reduction 
in their staff in 2019. 

It was also an effort made in conjunction with our international partners and counterparts, especially 
European ones. In this dimension, the appointment of the CMVM to lead ESMA’s Asset Management 
Committee and the renewal of its leadership of the Supervisory Convergence Committee stands out 
in 2019, representing an intense effort for a small authority with scarce resources, but decisive in 
its contribution to the development of the Portuguese market and the quality and modernity of its 
supervision.

It is an effort also shared with our stakeholders, who wanted to join with the CMVM during 2019, 
encouraging us, challenging us and laying the foundations of a true community with us, in which the 
CMVM wants to position itself on the side of solutions for the market and for Portugal, without ever 
giving up its regulatory, supervisory and modelling function.

Now in 2020, where I am writing you from, the challenges are no smaller – on the contrary. The future 
is less auspicious than we anticipated in 2019 and the need for action to grow the market and protect 
investors is critical. We move towards 2020 persisting, and if necessary, intensifying a timely, fear-
less, collaborative, and assertive action in the protection of investors and institutions. The emer-
gency we face today leads us to a new awareness of the importance of being a part of the solution 
and to a renewed commitment to our investors, our companies and our country, limiting the impacts 
of the shock to the extent possible and ensuring our participation in the larger project of relaunching 
our market, our economy and the well-being of all.

www.cmvm.pt/en
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II – MISSION, STRATEGY AND VALUES

SIMPLE REGULATION

Simple, objective, clear and proportionate regulation 

that promotes investor protection and stimulates 

the competitiveness and efficiency of the markets.

FOCUSED SUPERVISION AND ENFORCEMENT

Focused, preventive, timely and consequential 

supervision and enforcement to ensure the integrity 

and credibility of the markets.

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Financial inclusion and access to information 

by the investor for making informed and 

responsible decisions.

CAPABLE ORGANISATION

Relationships with stakeholders and the pursuit of the 

mission, with a capable, effective, agile, transparent, and 

efficient organisation staffed by the best professionals. 

MISSION

Our mission is to regulate and supervise the Portuguese financial markets and their agents for the benefit of the investors and the 

successful performance of the market.

STRATEGIC GUIDELINES

At the beginning of 2017, in order to fulfil our mission, the Management Board defined four strategic guidelines through 2021 that have 

guided and governed our performance during this period.

1 2
3 4
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THE SIX CMVM VALUES

INTEGRITY

We govern our conduct according to high ethical standards, equity and independence, in order to inspire internal and external 

credibility and trust.

TRANSPARENCY 

We adopt a position of openness, dialogue, and involvement, based on the principle of accountability for our activity. Employees, 

investors, supervised entities, other authorities, as well as society in general, should have access to the way the CMVM works, 

its policies, priorities, understandings, guidelines, and decisions.

TIMELINESS

We act with the objective of making timely decisions that promote justice and efficiency and that contribute to the diversity 

and competitiveness of our market. To this end, we strive to always keep in mind the context in which we operate, continually 

adjusting our procedures and priorities.

DISCIPLINE

We invest in the knowledge and systematisation of procedures to carry out rigorous analyses, which allow us to comply with and 

enforce legislation based on sound, consistent, and insightful decisions.

COLLABORATION

We are focused on building reasonable and appropriate solutions based on professional and high-quality communication, 

great availability, pedagogy and the sharing of information between employees and with investors, supervised entities, other 

authorities, as well as society in general.   

INNOVATION

We seek solutions adjusted to the challenges and demands resulting from social, financial, and technological developments in 

order to meet the needs of the market and its agents and the requirements of supervision that prevents problems and antici-

pates solutions.

MISSION AND VALUES
CMVM.PT

There are six values which define us and which we believe to be 
fundamental to the fulfilment of our mission of public service,
framing and guiding our performance.

www.cmvm.pt/en
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III - 2019
IN NUMBERS

From supervision to regulation, including 
communication and market relations and 
investor support. Here is a snapshot of our 
activity in 2019, a year in which the PSI-20 
returned to gains (10.2%) in line with the 
international trend, and the economy grew 
2.2%, which was higher than the Euro 
Zone average.

SUPERVISION

Markets

527 registered occurrences of potentially  

abnormal situations

21 operations analysis proceedings completed

62 supervisory actions

Asset management and financial intermediation      

14 on-site supervisory actions completed 

9 of which were domestic credit institutions 

13 on-site supervisory actions initiated

4 on-site supervisory actions of financial 

intermediaries on market conduct 

560 ongoing supervisory actions and

55 monitoring reports

Issuers

69 supervisory actions of financial information that resulted de  

in the issuing of 97 notifications and 95 recommendations

3 admissions and 6 exclusions of share issuers

5 admissions and 7 exclusions of bond issuers

1 share prospectus approved

10 bond prospectuses approved

Auditors

9 completed on-site supervisory actions 

51 ongoing supervisory actions

1,217 registered statutory auditors

185 registered statutory auditor firms

Other supervised entities 

15 new real estate collective investment bodies authorised

13 new securities investment bodies authorised

1 social entrepreneurship fund authorised

1 specialised alternative investment fund authorised

3 management entities of crowdfunding platforms authorised

1 securities investment fund management company registered

1 credit institution registered for financial intermediation activities

3 investment consultancy companies registered

2 securitisation companies registered

5 venture capital companies registered

28 venture capital funds registered

98 real estate valuers registered

APOIO AO INVESTIDOR

7 202 investor support requests

401 complaints received

1,129 complaints closed 

37 days, average time frame for handling a complaint, not 

including complaints related to resolution measures 

78% complaints met by the entity object of the complaint  

or where the complainant’s claim was not admissible

TRAINING AND INNOVATION 

39 applications received for the  1st Edition of the Portugal 

Finlab – Innovation Hub

10 projects selected to participate in Innovation Hub

6 thematic workshops on Big Data Analytics and Blockchain

www.cmvm.pt/en
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MPLOYEES

230 number of employees 

43 years average age

TECHNOLOGY

500 thousand files of standardised information received 

4.6 billion information records in data repositories

215 servers under management 

51 databases under management

158 terabytes of storage under management  

ACCOUNTS

22.9 million euros in income 

23.7 million euros in expenses

RESOURCES

ACTIVITY

REGULATION

6 CMVM regulations, of which 

3 had been subject to consultation in the previous year

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFENCES

76 administrative offence proceedings decided 

26 fines imposed

1,9 million Euros in total fines imposed

 INVESTIGATION

21 investigations completed

3 reports to the Public Prosecutor’s Office

75 investors investigated on suspicion of market abuse 

4 CMVM warnings to investors about

unauthorised financial intermediation

COOPERATION 

94 information queries requested 

of international counterparts 

49 responses to requests for 

institutional and international 

cooperation

MARKET RELATIONSHIP

2 international conferences organised, including the 20th 

anniversary celebration of the Securities Code 

20 events with stakeholders, with about 1,715 participants 

2 “Conversations at CMVM” events 

546,564 CMVM website users

6 new CMVM brochures focused on the investor

7 videos posted on the website and social networks 

(Twitter and LinkedIn), including one on EMIR

www.cmvm.pt/en
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IV - MILESTONES FOR THE YEAR 

Sustainable finance marked a year that evolved in anticipation of the outcome of
Brexit. We celebrated 20 years of the Securities Code, accelerated regulatory 
streamlining, and restructured the complaint process. In the middle of a year in which  
we wanted to be closer, we presented a new institutional image.

15 JAN
Circular published on the oversight of the recommended 

scheme for corporate governance, with new rules and 

procedures for 2019, following the completion of the transition 

to a self-regulatory model

8 JAN
First authorisation granted for an alternative investment 

undertaking in securities by a corporation (SICAFI – Alternative 

Investment)

30 JAN
Gabriela Figueiredo Dias, chair of the CMVM, named as chair 

of the Investment Management Standing Committee of ESMA. 

Term ends on 30 October 2020

24 JAN
CMVM priorities for 2019 announced. Seven priorities were 

defined, focused on regulation and supervision, sustainability 

and innovation, and the improvement of communication and 

the public service provided

7 FEB  
José Miguel Almeida, as CMVM member, appointed for a 

single mandate of six years. He joined the CMVM in 1992 

and coordinated the departments responsible for financial 

intermediation and asset management

26 MAR
João Sousa Gião, member of the CMVM, re-elected chair of 

ESMA’s Supervisory Convergence Standing Committee. Two-

year term ends on 30 March 2021

8 MAR
Regulation published establishing the legal regime of the 

Securities Investment Companies for Economic Development, 

in particular their internal regulations and reporting obligations 

to the CMVM

28 MAR
Changes to the scheme for handling complaints and resolving 

conflicts disclosed (Regulation no. 3/2019). The new model 

positions the CMVM as an appeal body, allowing a faster and 

better response from entities that are the object of complaints.

27 MAR
Questions and answers on Brexit published, having the 

industry, market operators and retail investors in mind, 

seeking to clarify the impacts of a UK exit from the EU without 

an agreement

30 APR
Publicadas perguntas e respostas sobre criptoativos e finan-

ciamento colaborativo (crowdfunding) destinadas a esclarecer 

os investidores e as entidades que atuam ou pretendem atuar 

no mercado 

JAN
2019

FEB

MAR

APR
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29 AUG
CMVM declared a lack of transparency in the participation of 

High Seas, High Bridge and Blackhill in Pharol’s capital, the 

barring of their voting rights, and the limitations to receiving 

dividends

15 JUL
Along with 19 other entities, the CMVM signed the Letter of 

Commitment for Sustainable Financing in Portugal, with the 

objective of promoting the adoption of sustainability criteria in 

the financial sector activity 10 JUL
First annual report on complaints and requests for information 

published covering 2018. It revealed a significant drop in new 

complaints to levels below those of the financial crisis

17 JUN
CMVM restricted the marketing, distribution, and sale of 

differential contracts (CFDs) and prohibited the marketing, 

distribution and sale of binary options to retail investors 31 MAY
Annual CMVM conference held with the theme “From Investor 

Protection to Market Promotion” and celebrated 20 years of the 

Securities Code

A new institutional image for CMVM was presented, consistent 

with the objectives of proximity, participation, and openness 

to the community, aiming at clearer, more focused and useful 

messages to deliver better supervision 

1 MAY
CMVM announced the rejection of the requests for registration 

of the bids for the takeover of EDP - Energias de Portugal 

and EDP Renováveis preliminarily announced by China Three 

Gorges (Europe)

26 SEP
Report published containing overall results of the quality 

control system on audit activity for 2018/2019, indicating the 

main weaknesses identified during the course of audits

30 SEP
Start of the 3rd edition of the World Investor Week, an IOSCO 

initiative organised in Portugal by the CMVM. It includes a set of 

initiatives aimed at promoting financial education and investor 

protection

10 AUG
The CMVM issued a restrictive order to Orey Financial - 

Instituição Financeira de Crédito, S.A. (“Orey Financial, IFIC”) 

regarding the provision of financial intermediation activities 

and services 1 AUG
Circular published on the entry into force of the European 

Regulation of 20/05/2019 amending the Regulation on over- 

-the-counter market derivatives, central counterparts and 

trade repositories (EMIR)

10 OCT
Updated Securities Code published in English in response to 

various requests from the market and a step in the process of 

improving information published in English by the CMVM

12 NOV
Report of the consultation (28 February through 30 April) on 

sustainable finance released. With input from 17 entities, 

including companies and business, financial, and consumer 

groups

15 NOV
Digital infographic on CMVM’s role in the markets and in 

EMIR published, summarising the relevant legislation in our 

practice and highlighting the legal obligations in the term of a 

derivatives contract

OCT

JUN

AUG

SEP

NOV

MAY

JUL

DEC
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V - OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITIES  
FOR 2019

Starting in 2019, a part of the ongoing effort of refinement and the growing 
demand for quality management and commitment to supervised entities, 
investors and society, we decided to establish three major objectives, supported 
by seven priorities, which address the strategic guidelines of our mandate
and are already included in the objectives of all CMVM organic units for 2019.

COMISSÃO DO MERCADO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS 

Annual Report 2019

REINFORCEMENT AND REFINEMENT
OF SUPERVISION

BETTER SERVICE, GREATER PROXIMITY, 
BETTER COMMUNICATION

SIMPLER REGULATION,
MORE EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT

MARKET DEVELOPMENT
AND MONITORING OF INNOVATION

PRIORITIES

2.

3.

1.

4.
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OBJECTIVES

REFINE SUPERVISORY MODELS AND PRACTICES FOR BETTER PROTECTION AND 
SERVICE TO THE INVESTOR

ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND DIVERSIFICATION OF THE 
MARKET AND TO THE STABILITY OF THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

PROMOTE TRUST, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, AND SUSTAINABILITY IN CAPITAL 
MARKET INSTITUTIONS AND THE CMVM

PREPARE PORTUGAL FOR EU CHALLENGES, 
NOTABLY BREXIT AND THE UNION
OF CAPITAL MARKETS

INTEGRATION OF SUSTAINABILITY
PRINCIPLES IN CMVM’S PERFORMANCE

CMVM’S QUALIFICATION
AS AN ORGANIZATION

6.

7.

OBJECTIVES AND 
PRIORITIES 2019

CMVM.PT

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE 
OF EXECUTION91%

5.

1.

3.

2.
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PRIORITY 1

REINFORCEMENT AND 
REFINEMENT OF SUPERVISION

The development and refinement of supervisory models and practices, in particular the rigorous 
and efficient use of the data collected from the entities, and the development of methodolo-
gies for identifying risks assumed a prominent role in our performance. One of the main results 
was the defining of more focused supervisory priorities, which led us to concentrate on issues 
such as potential market abuse and unethical marketing practices  (see the section of this report 

on the supervision of asset management - page 56) and the assessment of the suitability of members of 
governing bodies and of qualifying holdings, particularly with regard to trustworthiness.

This approach, with impacts across all of our activity, has enabled us to have a more timely and efficient perfor-
mance, as reflected in various performance indicators (see “Financial Intermediation Supervision and Risk Model” 
section - page 53), both in the quality and scope of ex ante supervision, and in the ex post monitoring of entities 
subject to domestic market rules (see “Market Supervision” section - page 50).

As the perfection of the models for collecting and using data is a constant challenge for any regulator, this 
challenge will continue to play a particularly important role in our activity, given the digital and management 
modernisation effort which we have been undertaking since 2018 and which will continue to be carried out 
more intensively until 2021 (see “Digital and Management Modernisation” section – page 82).

The strengthening of a more focused and effective supervision, but one that is also more transparent and  
responsive to the needs of the supervised entities, justified three other initiatives in 2019: the development of 
a guide for the implementation of audit quality indicators, published at the end of the year and to be implemen- 
ted in 2020 (see “Audit Supervision” – page 60); the drafting of a methodology for grading the deficiencies 
identified during the audit supervision activities, allowing for improved oversight reporting; and thirdly, the 
development of a harmonised approach to gauging suitability, reflected in the verification of suitability of 
people to engage in regulated activities, or to hold office or have qualified holdings in regulated entities, 
ascertained by the fulfilment of the requirements of trustworthiness, experience, availability, and indepen- 
dence, as applicable under the specific regulatory framework which will be concluded in 2020.

We registered an execution rate of over 80% in the activities of this priority and exceeded by 25% the target for 
meeting legal deadlines for the completion of authorisation and registration procedures. Among other ini- 
tiatives, we prepared the models and procedures for the implementation of new competencies in pruden-
tial supervision over management entities of collective investment undertakings and securitisation funds 
of credits transited from the Bank of Portugal (see “Regulatory Policy and Asset Management” – pages 42 
and 56). l
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PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

• Publish supervisory priorities for 2019 (forward-looking supervision)

•	 Refine	supervisory	models	based	on	risk	and	the	increasing	amount	of	data	collected	(data-driven	su-

pervision)

•	 Develop,	communicate,	and	implement	audit	quality	indicators	(audit	quality	Indicators)	and	a	system	

for	classifying	weaknesses	in	the	performance	of	this	function	

•	 Develop	and	implement	an	advanced	model	for	gauging	the	trustworthiness	of	auditors	and	members	of	

corporate	bodies	and	managers	of	entities	subject	to	CMVM	supervision

•	 Beat	the	legal	deadlines	for	the	completion	of	administrative	authorisation	and	registration	procedures	

by a rate of 25%

•	 Complete	and	implement	the	regime	for	the	transition	to	CMVM	of	prudential	supervision	powers	over	

management	entities	of	Collective	Investment	Undertakings	from	the	Bank	of	Portugal

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION82%
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PRIORITY 2

BETTER SERVICE,
GREATER PROXIMITY,
BETTER COMMUNICATION

Accurate, clear and useful information allows the regulator to know the reality being supervised, 
while facilitating compliance with the rules by all those operating within the market. It is there-
fore not surprising that strengthening communication and our relationship with investors, 
supervised entities and the society in general has emerged as one of the priorities for 2019. This 
is one of the key elements of a broad strategy to improve public service and includes aspects 

such as a new model for managing investor complaints and changing the corporate image.

The crucial activities to support this priority have all been initiated or implemented. Among the completed  
activities, the organisation of more than a dozen meetings with external stakeholders, including public 
consultations and clarification sessions, involving nearly 900 participants stands out for its relevance; the 
implementation of a new management system that resulted in a 39% increase in resolved complaints and a 
notable drop in our average response time (see “Complaints and Investor Support” section – page 70); making 
direct telephone numbers available to the public for each CMVM department. Work began on the design of a 
new website, which at the end of the year was awaiting the hiring of suitable service providers, and a plan to 
improve communication spaces with the public was approved, to be implemented in the first half of 2020.

At the same time, we sought to release increasingly clear and simple information. We redesigned our image 
and communication supports, aiming to modernise our corporate identity. This process was accompanied 
by an evolution in the messages and information we published, specifically, documents targeted to different 
audiences – for example: distinct brochures and ‘Questions and Answers’ for investors and supervised enti-
ties –, the use of video and digital infographics and the increasing use of social media networks (more details 
in the section on “Communication and External Relations” - see page 74). Among the results obtained are the 
increases of over 40% in the number of views of communications and publications on our website, 20% in the 
views of statistics and international activity, and 18% growth in the number users of our website, which rose 
to 546 thousand in 2019.
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PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

• Begin the design work for the new website

•	 Provide	contact	with	each	department	from	the	exterior

•	 Promote	 regular	 meetings	 with	 groups	 of	 supervised	 entities	 or	 other	 pertinent	 interest	 groups	 to	 

discuss	important	topics

•	 Improve	the	response	levels	and	resolution	times	for	complaint	cases

•	 Complete	the	handling	of	investor	complaints	in	critical	cases	with	high	impact	on	the	market

•	 Celebrate	20	years	of	the	Securities	Code

•	 Extend	the	hours	of	toll-free	number	service	and	improve	the	general	telephone	answering	service	as	

well	as	the	physical	spaces	for	interaction	with	the	outside

•	 Design	and	implement	a	strategic	communication	plan,	defining	uniform	procedures	and	communication	

models	(for	reports,	communications,	frequently	asked	questions,	financial	training,	and	events,	among	

others)

•	 Develop	new	communication	formats:	video;	infographics;	social	media	networks

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION100%
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PRIORITY 3

SIMPLER REGULATION,
MORE EFFECTIVE 
ENFORCEMENT

Por greater regulatory simplification and clarity, we submitted proposals to the government in 
2019 for the revision of the Securities Code – in its 20th year, for the revision of the audit supervi-
sion regime, and we contributed to the revision of the prudential supervisory regime of collective 
investment management firms, which established the transfer on 1 January 2020, to CMVM of 
powers previously attributed to the Bank of Portugal. Thus, we achieved the three main goals we 

set for ourselves on the regulatory front (see more details, including other initiatives, in the section on “Regu-
latory Policy” – page 42), having attained an average execution rate of 89% on this priority.

Our efforts in the area of regulatory refinement did not end there and included, among other dimensions, a 
contribution to the design of the transition scheme for a scenario of the United Kingdom withdrawing from 
the European Union without an agreement; the monitoring and analysis of the many European laws that will 
regulate sustainable finance; various public consultations, in particular the discussion and consultation paper 
on the integration of environmental, social, and good governance principles into the national economy (see 
the section on “Financial Innovation and Sustainable Finance” – see page 68): and the complete revision and 
updated version of the legislation available on our site.

With regard to sanctioning activity, we have opened the largest number of administrative offence cases since 
2010 and reduced the number of pending cases to the lowest level since 2009, in line with the goal of reducing 
the number of pending cases by 40% compared to cases opened before 2017 (see more information in the 
section on “Sanctioning Activity” – see page 66). We also issued more decisions in cases than in 2018 (104, 
compared to 66 in the previous year) including some related to the violation of duties with particular relevance 
to investor protection, such as duties of information, assessment of the suitability operations to the investor 
profiles, and the prevention and management of conflicts of interest.
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• Prepare, in conjunction with outside experts, and submit to the government a draft revision of the Securities 

Code

• Complete and submit to the government a draft revision of the Audit Supervision Regime

• Regulate new CMVM competencies on the authorisation and prudential supervision of management entities of 

collective investment undertakings

• Finalise and implement the MiFID II regulatory framework

• Complete or overcome critical procedural steps in particularly complex administrative offence proceedings

• Prioritise/focus sanctioning activity on cases with particular significance and impact on investors

• Reduce by 40% the number of cases of administrative offences opened before 1 January 2017 pending in the 

administrative phase

PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION89%
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PRIORITY 4

MARKET DEVELOPMENT AND 
RESPONSIBLE ADHERENCE 
TO INNOVATION

The measures to develop the market and a responsible adherence to innovation announced in 
January 2019 were implemented to varying degrees, but on the whole were satisfactory, with an 
average compliance of 85%.  

Standing out among these is the draft proposal for the complete revision of the CMVM financing 
model, with a view to ensuring the proportionality of the charges to the supervised entities, the rational and 
efficient use of fees, and the financial sustainability of the CMVM, which was delivered to the Ministry of 
Finance at the end of the year (see “Regulatory Policy” – page 42)

In addition, the project promoted by the CMVM and conducted by the OECD to identify barriers to the stimula-
tion of the national market and the subsequent issuance of recommendations proceeded as planned, with the 
CMVM providing technical, logistical, and institutional support to the OECD team, including the organisation of 
several meetings with market stakeholders. In 2020 there will be a public disclosure of the diagnosis and the 
issuing of recommendations by the OECD.

The identification of concrete opportunities for the use of the Portuguese market by foreign entities was the 
motive for several meetings with investors and the active participation in ‘Portugal In’, a mission structure 
created by the Government to attract investments from the United Kingdom, specifically in the areas of techno- 
logy applied to the financial system.

Our monitoring of financial innovation has resulted in a number of training actions, international cooperation 
and the provision of clarifications (see section on “Financial Literacy” - page 72). Thus, several sessions were 
organised to clarify and discuss technological developments in financial activity and protocols were signed 
with the University of Aveiro and the University of Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro (UTAD), and a training session 
was held on crowdfunding.  It is worth mentioning the conclusion of the 1st edition of Portugal FinLab, with 
39 applications and 10 projects selected that merited the support of the CMVM, the Bank of Portugal and 
the Supervisory Authority for Insurance and Pension Funds (ASF) (see section on “Financial Innovation and 
Sustainable Finance” – page 68).
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• Fully review the CMVM financing model with a view to ensuring the proportionality of the charges generated 

for the supervised entities, the rational and efficient use of the fees in benefit of the proper functioning of 

the market, and the financial sustainability of the CMVM

• Actively contribute to the project conducted by the OECD to analyse barriers and make recommendations for 

the stimulation of the domestic capital market

• Identify concrete opportunities to use the Portuguese market as a key international centre in the EU for 

third-country investors and financial intermediaries

• Ensure measures for the training and development of expertise on innovative topics in the financial market 

(non-financial information, sustainable finance, fintech, cyber security, big data, …)

• Design and implement a strategic plan to approach innovation

• Establish a 0% fee for new entries into the exchange during the first year

PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION85%
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PRIORITY 5

PREPARE PORTUGAL FOR 
EU CHALLENGES, NOTABLY,
BREXIT AND THE UNION
OF CAPITAL MARKETS 

The set of activities designed to prepare the country, and the domestic financial market in 
particular, for Brexit and the increasing integration in the Union of Capital Markets was success-
fully carried out.

Internally, a work group was constituted for the purpose of thoroughly reflecting and acting on 
the risks and opportunities associated with Brexit (see the section on National and International Coordination 
and Cooperation – page 44). Externally, to support and inform the market, a special call centre was set up with 
a Brexit support line directed to entities that intend to locate their activity in Portugal and an area was created 
on the CMVM website, with relevant information for entities with connections or potential relations with the 
United Kingdom, in synchronisation with the development of events, including a set of Questions and Answers 
on the subject. During the year, registration as a financial intermediary was granted to an entity that trans-
ferred to the Portuguese market, due to the imminent exit of the United Kingdom from the EU.

The strengthened participation of the CMVM in the various international forums was also one of the activities 
associated with this priority. In this regard, the capacity of CMVM’s influence was consolidated through inter-
ventions in various domestic and international committees and work groups, especially at the level of ESMA, 
IOSCO, the European Commission and the OECD, and in particular, as it assumed the presidency of the Super-
vision Convergence Standing Committee and the Asset Management Standing Committee of ESMA (see box 
II, on page 46, on the works of this committee in 2019).

Additionally, so as to further the measures of alignment with the Union of Capital Markets (UCM), the CMVM 
actively contributed to reinforcing the convergence of supervision at the level of ESMA, specifically through 
the committees it presides over in the ESMA; it promoted the debate and reflection in Portugal on the UCM, 
having sent a proposal to the Government focusing on the process of reform of the European model of super-
vision, which highlighted the centrality of the investor in the success of these projects; it also participated in 
the design of the European regulatory package related to sustainable finance. 
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• Reinforce the capacity of CMVM’s international influence, especially at the level of ESMA, IOSCO, the Euro-

pean Commission and the OECD, specifically through intervention in the various groups and instances

• Constitute an internal work group on Brexit, to further the reflection and action on the risks and opportuni-

ties of the transition

• Set up a support line on Brexit (in Portuguese and English)

• Further measures of alignment with the Union of Capital Markets, specifically through critical participation in 

the process of reform of the European model of supervision, as well as in the various initiatives of regulatory 

convergence, highlighted by securitisation, prospectuses, crowdfunding and sustainable finance.

PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION100%
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PRIORITY 6

INTEGRATION OF PRINCIPLES 
OF SUSTAINABILITY
IN CMVM’S ACTIVITY

The integration of principles of sustainability in CMVM’s management and activity was imple-
mented in eight main measures, the rate of execution of which at the end of the year was 90%, in 
line with the average of the overall execution of measures defined for the year.

In February 2019, a consultation of the market was undertaken on sustainable finance. The analy- 
sis of the 17 responses and the subsequent reflection on them resulted in a report that was published in 
November, presenting a perspective on the main concerns and expectations of the domestic market agents 
(see the section on “Financial Innovation and Sustainable Finance” – page 68). Within the scope of the inclu-
sion of elements of sustainability in the regulation, an assessment of domestic legislation was carried out, 
which did not identify the need for any specific regulations, especially given the intense production of regula-
tions at the European level.

As for the refinement of the supervision of models and obligations related to sustainability, a set of mea- 
sures is being studied for presentation during 2020. In this context, we also underscore the work that is being 
done at the European level, specifically the changes to the directives for the financial instrument, investment 
fund, and alternative investment fund markets (DMIIF, UCITS and AIFMD) and the standardisation of legislation 
in sustainable finance, which is expected to have an impact on the domestic scene beginning in 2020. Other 
work is being carried out internationally on sustainable finance, as the CMVM has become a member of the 
international networks of IOSCO (Sustainable Finance Network) and ESMA (Coordination Network on Sustain-
ability), as well as of the Ministry of Finance’s reflection group on sustainable financing.

In the area of internal management, the constitution of an Internal Ethics and Sustainability Committee was 
being studied at the close of the year. Meanwhile, the implementation of models of flexibility in the internal 
policies and human resources policies that deal with work schedules and telework should be put in place in 
the first half of 2020. Measures already implemented include the reduction in the operating expenses and the 
5% cut in the consumption of paper, water, electricity and other consumables, an expression of the results 
of the environmental initiatives that the CMVM has been implementing (see the infograph “The CMVM and 
sustainability”).
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PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

• Launch a public consultation on sustainable finance

• Assess the need and opportunity of integration of elements of sustainability in regulation

• Refine the supervision of models and obligations related to sustainability

• Promote models of flexibility in the internal policies and human resources policies, specifically flexibility in 

work schedules and telework

• Constitute an Internal Ethics and Sustainability Committee

• Reduce operating expenses

• Reduce by 5% the consumption of paper, water, electricity, and other consumables

• Integrate the Sustainable Finance Network of IOSCO and other international networks of knowledge and 

intervention on sustainability

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION93%
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THE CMVM AND SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability was a priority in 2019, but it has been 
a part of our activity for years. From the first measures 
on corporate governance to those of an environmental 
and social nature, significant steps have been taken. 
But it is a road that is under permanent construction.

1999 October
Approval of the first 17 recommendations on the

governance of listed companies

2007 September
First Corporate Governance Code approved by the CMVM

2014 July 
Work Group created for Social Investment, in which the CMVM has participated 

since the beginning.  One year later, the final report was published,  with five 
recommendations for the growth of the social investment market in Portugal

2015 June
New CMVM platform for document management, updated later in 2018

October
Publishing of CMVM Regulation no. 3/2015 on venture capital, social 

entrepreneurship, specialised alternative investment

2017 August 
Law 62/2017, of 1 August published, on the scheme of balanced representation 

between genders in the administrative bodies and on the supervision of entities in 
the public business sector and of companies traded on the stock exchange

2014

2015

2017

1999

2007
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February
Consultation and reflection on sustainable finance

Conversations at the CMVM on sustainability, with the launching 
of a book on the subject

May
Questions and answers on sustainable finance

2019 January
Presentation of the CMVM Priorities, which integrate principles 
of sustainability

March
CMVM begins issuing electronic notices of settlement and credit 
notes to supervised entities

November
Dissemination of the report and responses of the consultation on sustainable finance

July
CMVM signs letter of commitment to sustainable financing

2017 August
Collection of food, clothing, school materials and miscellaneous goods 
(2017, 2018, 2019) and campaign for aid to Mozambique (2019)

Glass bottles in meeting rooms, cups, and mugs (2017), water dispensers 
replaced with purifiers, distribution of glass bottles to employees and the 
placing of bins for recycling of plastic and paper (2018)

2018 June
Upgrading of the multifunctional printers, in order to reduce the 
consumption of resources and increase mobility, making it possible to get 
jobs done in any part of the building

November
Conference “Sustainable Finance: the road ahead”
CMVM registers the first social entrepreneurship company

2019

2018
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PRIORITY 7

EMPOWERMENT
OF THE CMVM
AS AN ORGANISATION

The empowerment of the CMVM as a knowledgeable regulator that has timely access to informa-
tion is one of the fundamental bases for fulfilling its mission.

To achieve that goal, five main measures were defined, and at the end of the year, the average 
rate of execution was 87%. At the core of this priority was the Transformation Programme (called 

CMVM+), which started up in 2018 and extends until 2021, the impacts of which are evident, in particular on the 
technological empowerment. Data and information management is a central feature of this strategy (see the 
section “Digital and Management Modernisation” – page 82).

Besides the operating transformations, the reorganisation of the workspace began to be prepared and 
thought out. This included a consultation of the employees, who were also asked to give their opinion on the 
organisational climate and to share suggestions for measures for improvement.

In human resources management, the model for evaluation and careers was completed. We also finalised a 
process of revising and developing inclusive policies of human resources that foster the balance between the 
professional and personal life of employees, which had an index of execution of 50% (see more information in 
the chapter “Who we are”).

Internal communication, which also plays a fundamental role in the empowerment of the organisation, saw 
significant improvements, with the creation of a new intranet, and the availability of new content, including 
an internal newsletter. These were central elements in a strategy of communication that was designed to be 
more accessible, more informative, and oriented for the purpose of CMVM’s mission.
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• Implement CMVM’s organisational Transformation Programme

• Implement the model of evaluation and careers

• Review and develop inclusive policies of human resources that foster the balance between the professional 

and family life of employees and other facets of their lives

• Implement measures arising from the conclusions on the organisational climate, maturity, and 

communication

• Improve the process of internal communication at all levels of the institution

PRIORITIES 2019
CMVM.PT

EASURES ANNOUNCED
IN JANUARY 2019

OVERALL 
AVERAGE RATE
OF EXECUTION87%
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VI - MANAGEMENT BOARD

The Management Board has been in office for three years. Its priorities include 
strengthening investor protection mechanisms, contributing to the promotion and 
development of the market and the reorganisation of the CMVM, with the objective  
of providing a closer, more timely service with greater discipline and transparency.

Gabriela Figueiredo Dias joined the CMVM 

in 2007 and assumed the chair position  

at the end of 2016, after a year and a half  

as vice-chair. She previously practiced  

law and worked in consulting, in parallel 

with an academic career. In addition to 

being chair, she is responsible for the 

areas of international and regulatory 

policy, human resources, internal audit  

and communication and analysis of 

macro-financial risks.

Rui Pinto joined the CMVM in 2016, coming 

from a background as a banking regulator, 

where he was deputy director of the 

Department of Prudential Supervision 

between 2014 and 2016. He began working 

at the Bank of Portugal in 2008, after  

eight years in the banking sector.  

He is responsible for the areas of 

authorisations and registrations, ongoing 

supervision and onsite supervision, 

research and investor relations.

Chair
GABRIELA 
FIGUEIREDO DIAS

Board Member
RUI PINTO
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João Sousa Gião came to the 

Management Board of the CMVM in 2017 

from the legal department of  

the European Stability Mechanism 

and the European Financial Stability 

Fund. He worked at the CMVM between 

2002 and 2011 as deputy director in the 

international and regulatory area.  

He is responsible for the legal and 

litigation areas, issuers, market 

supervision and research.

José Miguel Almeida assumed duties in 

2019. He joined the CMVM in 1992 and has 

held various management functions over 

the years. Between July 2011 and

January 2019, he was advisor to the 

Management Board and since 2017, 

he has been coordinator of the Entity 

Supervision Area. He is responsible for the 

technological, financial and administrative 

areas, planning and audit supervision. 

*He started duties on 7 February 2019

Board Member
JOÃO SOUSA GIÃO

Board Member*
JOSÉ MIGUEL ALMEIDA
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VII - ORGANIZATION CHART
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The continuous attention to the needs of the market and 
investors led us, in 2019, to fine-tune our organisational 
structure, keeping the supervisory departments organised 
into two areas of operation, but under the coordination
of a Director-General; creating a unit responsible for 
analysing macro-financial and economic risks, for market 
relations and for communication (GAEC); and reinforcing 
investor support with the establishment of a department 
with these exclusive competences (DRI).
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ENTITIES’ SUPERVISION AREA
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In the area of supervision, 2019 was marked by a decrease in the intervention timeframes of the CMVM. 
Particular attention was given to the preventive aspect of supervision.

The performance of supervision in terms of authorisations and registrations was guided by objec-
tives of timeliness and predictability, instrumental in providing a quality public service, safeguarding 

and increasing the competitiveness of the market, preventing the relocation of agents that operate in the 
domestic market and hopefully, creating conditions of attractiveness.

In issuer operations, 2019 marks the consolidation and improvement in reaction times to prospectuses. In 
this area, it could be said that the practice of the CMVM is already very closely aligned with the key Euro-
pean supervisors. In supervising asset management and financial intermediaries, there was a very posi-
tive evolution - which is also hoped will consolidate and increase - evidenced by a decrease of over 40% 
in the legally established deadlines for decision-making by the CMVM. In this area, the process currently 
underway (to be completed in 2020) is testimony to a greater predictability. The process consists of revising 
the information made available from the CMVM website on the requirements for the instruction of applica-
tions. Another example of a cross-sectional increase in the timeliness is the reduction in the average period 
for handling complaint cases and the approximate 25% decrease in the CMVM’s response time to registra-
tions  and endorsements of auditors.

The intention has been that the path of timeliness and predictability be made in parallel and simultaneously 
with an increase in the quality and robustness of our performance, based on the criteria of materiality and 
risk.

 Priority has been given to the component of interaction with the supervised entities and with other interested 
parties (with the designated stakeholders). This is carried out not only in sessions for discussion of norma-
tive projects but also in the sharing of information on risks and priorities of supervision (forward looking 
supervision), with the objective of strengthening the preventive component of supervision and allowing for 
supervised entities to direct their efforts of organisation and internal control based on this information. In 
this area, regular interaction with the associations representing the sector is already a current practice. 
The issuance of guidelines – to be reinforced in the future – is likewise included in this objective. Example of 
this is the creation of guidelines on the suitability of members of corporate bodies and bearers of qualified  
holdings, for which public discussion and subsequent approval will be held in 2020.

In 2019, supervision was brought more in line with European supervisory priorities, with the CMVM  
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participating in joint European actions, and with the CMVM’s own actions evaluated by international review 
exercises, as was the case regarding the supervision of systems for detecting operations suspected of 
market abuse that allowed the CMVM to position itself in the group of the best-rated authorities. Supervision 
also took into account to a greater extent trends and developments of macro prudential origin, allowing the 
adoption of more refined models of impact assessment in terms of financial stability.

The transverse nature of supervision was another of the intended aims: based on common principles and 
approaches, processes that are aligned, with respect for the specificities of the entities of different natures 
and distinct activities, in order to ensure supervisory entities of equitable treatment, regardless of their 
nature or the activity they exercise.

Another goal of 2019 was to intensify the consequence of supervision translated into the timely correction of 
identified irregularities and inadequacies.

All regulatory intervention was subject to structuring legal instruments or regulations necessary for imple-
menting new legal regimes or for investor protection, and all of it followed the principle of simplification. The 
CMVM’s regulatory policy has been characterised by the search for clear, simple, and proportional solutions 
that are not out of line with those in key European markets, thereby avoiding the establishment of restric-
tions that are excessive (gold plating) and, most of the time, counterproductive in a global market. The inten-
tion was that normative initiatives and solutions, in addition to the concern for protecting the retail investor, 
would also respond to a concern for increased market competitiveness and, whenever possible, financial 
innovation. The expansion of the levels of involvement and active discussion of regulatory proposals with 
stakeholders and regulatory impact analyses have become a constant in regulatory processes.

In terms of regulation, the year was marked by the drafting of a proposal to amend the Securities Code during 
the year it marked its 20th anniversary. After the public consultation, the revision of other structuring regu-
lations was also concluded: the Legal Regime of Audit Supervision and the Statute of the Order of Statutory 
Auditors, with drafts being submitted to the Government.

Investor protection led to a regulatory decision restricting the trading in Portugal of complex financial 
instruments with a high risk (binary options and certain differential contracts). At the close of the year, other 
projects were also submitted for public consultation. They were aimed at regulating the new figure of the 
competencies of prudential supervision powers over companies managing collective investment under-
takings and credit securitisation funds and made available by the CMVM starting in 2020. At the beginning 
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of the year, the project that regulates across all entities subject to the supervision of the CMVM, the Law 
on the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing was presented and widely discussed. This 
project concentrated in the CMVM the jurisdiction for the supervision of this matter over investment firms 
and companies managing collective investment undertakings.

Within the scope of regulatory simplification, a revision project was launched that is cross-sectional and 
encompasses all regulations that establish the duties of periodic information to the CMVM, which will be 
completed in 2020. The aim is to define in the medium term a stable framework of necessary and propor-
tional information for supervisory purposes, eliminating the superfluous, simplifying and clarifying what is 
necessary and, where appropriate, adding new information intended to reinforce the effectiveness of the 
supervision. The process has been developed in an innovative framework of collaboration and interaction 
with the supervised entities and their representative associations, discussing options and collecting contri-
butions at a stage prior to public consultation.

reduction in the legally established deadlines 
for the making of decisions by CMVM

40%
reduction in the CMVM response time to 
registrations and certification of auditors

25%
1. What we do
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REGULATORY
POLICY

The focus on simplifying financial regulation, the need to strengthen investor confidence and 
on the contribution to increased competitiveness and efficiency in the domestic market were 
reflected cross-sectionally in our regulatory policy options throughout the year.

Figuring into the areas related to simplification, the revision of the Securities Code was an exer-
cise that dominated a significant part of the work carried out throughout the year (see Box I), and which ended 
in December with the delivery of the draft revision to the Ministry of Finance. The preliminary draft revisions 
of the Legal Regime of Audit Supervision and the Statute of the Order of Statutory Auditors were presented, 
with the purpose, among others, of simplifying the applicable regime, namely by eliminating costs for the 
industry and giving greater clarity to the supervisory role. At the end of 2019, the CMVM also sent to the Exe- 
cutive the proposed revision of its financing model, which is intended to be guided by principles of propor-
tionality for charges borne by the supervised entities. It included the proposal for a continuous waiver of the 
supervisory fee for one year and reduced by 2/3 and 1/3 in the second and third years on entities that, on the 
date of entry into force of the new fee regime, are not issuers of financial instruments accepted for trade on 
the trading platform in Portugal and in some of them requires them to be accepted into trading, between that 
date and the end of 2025.

It is also worth noting the expectation of gains allowed by the transfer of prudential supervisory jurisdic-
tion from the Bank of Portugal to the CMVM1 on companies managing collective investments (SGOIC) and 
credit securitisation fund management companies (SGFTC), carried out in January 2020. The work of imple-
menting these new competencies, which took place in 2019, included the drafting of projects of regulatory 
instruments and their public consultations2, enabling a more complete and integrated joint view of the sector, 
which enabled us to dispense with instructions traditionally required in the context of the authorisation of 
entities in an effort of additional simplification, which we could develop, in some cases, into a model of simple 
communication in the place of authoritative schemes, with subsequent ex post refinement of supervisory 
methodologies.

The contribution of financial regulation to the development of the domestic market was also materialised in 
the creation of a new source of alternative financing for companies: the specialised alternative investment 
credit bodies, subject to CMVM public consultation 8/2019, which allowed the market to speak out on the regu-
latory implementation of the corresponding organisational requirements and the composition of assets.

From the perspective of investor protection, the restriction and prohibition of the marketing of differen-
tial contracts and binary options to retail investors took on particular importance, through CMVM Regulation 
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BOX I
REVISION OF THE SECURITIES CODE

The preparation and presentation to the Ministry of Finance of the preliminary draft review of the Secu-

rities Code represented the materialisation par excellence of the guidelines for regulatory simplification. 

The market needs in a context of globalisation and European integration have paved the way for a revision 

focused on simplification, the elimination of inefficiencies and regulatory barriers and predictability in the 

national legal framework.

Among the measures proposed to the Executive is the increase from 5 million to 8 million euros of the 

maximum amount allowed for the realisation of a takeover bid without the need for approving the 

prospectus; the elimination or adjustment of various duties provided for in the Code in light of that which is 

provided for in European legislation, thereby avoiding legal overlaps; and the comprehensive review of the 

takeover regime, which essentially corresponded to the original regime of the Code.

1. What we do

5/2019, justified by the complexity and inadequacy of these products. The adoption of these measures, in line 
with ESMA’s activities, corresponded to a regulatory convergence effort to strengthen investor protection 
across Europe.

At the end of 2019, as a measure to increase investor confidence, cross-sectional guidelines on the assess-
ment of suitability for the exercise of regulated positions or activities and of owners of qualified holdings were 
under way in order to develop and standardise criteria, techniques and procedures for assessing suitability, in 
line with national and international best practices. The year was also marked by the drafting of the new Anti-
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Regulation, particularly in the provision of investment services, 
the management of collective investment bodies and audit activity. This regulatory evolution, which began 
with a public consultation at the beginning of the year, included five sessions of clarification and training with 
stakeholders.

Finally, this was also a year of heavy investment in understanding the impact of sustainable finance on the 
models and objectives of financial markets in Portugal, specifically to evaluate the need to integrate sustain-
ability elements in the regulation. The publication of a discussion and consultation paper on the integration 
of environmental, social and corporate governance principles into financial markets was a valuable tool for 
positioning market players and the CMVM in light of the identified risks and opportunities, contributing to the 
knowledge and joint reflection on the need to adopt regulatory measures and national supervision to boost 
investor protection. l
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The preparation of the United Kingdom’s withdrawal from the European Union, especially in the case 
of a “hard Brexit”, played a large role in the area of regulatory policies. Following intensive work in 
2018 on the assessment of the potential impacts of Brexit and solutions to mitigate them, 2019 saw 
the implementation of concrete solutions to ensure market integrity, even in adverse scenarios. As 
part of this work, in conjunction with the Supervisory Authority for Insurance and Pension Funds 

(ASF) and the Bank of Portugal, we prepared and sent to the Ministry of Finance a proposed draft of a transitional 
contingency scheme3 that allows entities headquartered in the United Kingdom to continue performing financial 
activities in Portugal. We also furthered connections with the other European regulators, accompanying the topic 
at the level of the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the Supervisory Coordi-
nation Network, working towards the convergence of supervisory practices among the member States.

On the international level, our participation at ESMA in the discussion of alignment with the Union of Capital 
Markets was also particularly relevant. It was in this context that we accompanied the negotiation and prepara-
tion of the implementation of the European supervisory authority reform, which introduced important changes 
in ESMA’s jurisdiction and governance, specifically, attributing new powers of direct supervision to this body 
(in the area of benchmarks and data service providers) and reinforcing its role of coordination, with the goal of 
accelerating the integration and strengthening supervision over the financial markets.

We also had an active role in regulatory and supervisory convergence in regard to the implementation of the 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) and the Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR), 
closely following issues arising in the collective investment management sector and matters of financial inno-
vation. Contributing to this was the fact that CMVM presided over the ESMA Standing Committees of Invest-
ment Management (see box II) and Supervisory Convergence, and participated in drafting guidelines, questions 
and answers, opinions and commentaries issued by the ESMA, to achieve a consistent application of the Euro-
pean regulatory framework in the investor protection and market integrity plan. In this same context, we parti- 
cipated in two exercises of peer review, one on the Suspicious Transaction and Order Report (STOR) within the 
scope of Market Abuse Regulation, in which Portugal was evaluated and received one of the highest ratings. 
The other exercise was on supervisory actions on data reported under the European Market Infrastructure 
Regulation (EMIR), in which the CMVM accompanied the peer review work though its participation in the Super-
visory Convergence Standing Committee.

NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL 
COORDINATION
AND COOPERATION

3
Measures that 

are included in 

Decree-Law

 147/2019,  of 30 

September
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BOX II
PORTUGUESE PRESIDENCY OF THE ASSET MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
REINFORCES GUIDELINES FOR FUNDS

ESMA assumed as goals for 2019, within the scope of collective investment management, the furthering of regulatory 

convergence in terms of the directives of UCITS (on investment funds) and AIFMD (on managers of alternative invest-

ment funds), as well as of the EU regulations on money market funds (MMF), the reinforcement of investor protection 

in the management and cross-border trade by collective investment bodies and the accompaniment of the trades and 

impacts within the scope of the UK’s exit from the EU.

In the pursuit of these goals, the ESMA Investment Management Standing Committee (IMSC), presided over by the 

CMVM since February 2019, published final guidelines on (i) stress tests for money market funds; (ii) stress tests on 

the liquidity in investment funds and alternative investment funds (UCITS and OIA); and (iii) money market reporting 

duties. In addition, the IMSC published a consultation paper on variable management fees, considered a determinant 

factor on the yield level of funds and, therefore, having a direct impact on investors and European managers, with 

differing practices.

We also clarified the demands for information to be included in the document Fundamental Information for Investors, 

such as the indexes used by the funds and their past returns. In this way, work continued on the provision of greater 

transparency on the phenomenon of closet indexing. Work also began on the definition of a methodology for imposing 

limits on leveraging as a way of controlling systemic risk, a concern at the core of the AIFMD directive, and the debate 

and sharing of cases related to the concrete application of the MMF Regulations was carried out, especially in regard 

to the scope of the application, situations of the cross-border trading of funds, depositary activities, the recourse to 

subcontracting and the provision of accessory services, with the preparation of documents of supervision conver-

gence, when needed.

As for the topic of sustainable finance, participation in the ESMA Coordination Network on Sustainability was 
particularly important–which included collaboration on the drafting of a report with concrete recommenda-
tions for action that focuses less on short-term results (Report on undue short-term pressure on corporations), 
published in December 2019–, and we participated in the work of the IOSCO Sustainable Finance Network.

In 2019, we increased our active participation in the international bodies of audit supervision, being a part of 
two task forces within the scope of the Committee of European Auditing Oversight Bodies (CEAOB),  which 
issued guidelines on the topics of monitoring the limit on fees for distinct auditing services and the monitoring 
of the duration of the audit commitment.

International cooperation is also a significant part of our supervisory and investigative activity related to 
market abuse, unauthorised financial intermediation, the assessment of good standing and money laundering. 
This interlinking between similar entities for the exchange of information has made a significant contribution 
to ensuring and reinforcing the protection of investors on a global scale. l
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In 2019, there were positive signs regarding the use of Portuguese capital market for business financing, 
although it was still far short of what one would like to see. Entities such as VAA – Vista Alegre Atlantis 
SGPS S.A. recovered financing operations through the issuance of new shares, albeit along lines different 
from those proposed in 2018, while others, such as TAP Transportes Aéreos Portugueses, S.A, opted, for 
the first time, to use the Portuguese capitals market as a source of financing, through the issuance of 

bonds. The balance in terms of the number of issuers in a regulated market was therefore still negative, with 
the departure of two issuers of shares (Compta and SAG) and five of bonds, but with the entry of three new 
bond issuers (SIC, TAP and Ares Lusitani). On another front, concerns about environmental, social and corpo-
rate governance (ESG) factors are already beginning to materialise with the issuance of several Green Bonds. 
After EDP’s debut in 2018 with its first issuance at Dublin’s Euronext Access (making two more the following 
year), Altri’s subsidiary, the Sociedade Bioelétrica do Mondego, carried out the first issuance of Green Bonds 
accepted for trade at Euronext Access in Portugal in 2019.

As far as our activity is concerned, the focus has remained on offering the best possible conditions to issuers, 
in particular by reducing prospectus response times (see Box III), but without neglecting supervisory care 
whenever a risk to investors has been at stake. This was the case, for example, with the supervision of the 
shareholdings of Pharol SGPS, S.A., which culminated in participants who did not fulfil their reporting duties 
to the market in a full and timely manner being denied the right to vote and receive dividends.

The same applies to the supervisions on the quality of financial information, which dealt particularly with 
measurement and recognition issues. At the close of 2019, these supervisions covered about 25% of the 
total number of issuers, resulting in the issuance of 97 notifications and 95 recommendations.

This same focus was placed on the monitoring of highly complex operations, such as takeover bids for EDP – 
Energias de Portugal, S.A. and EDP Renováveis, S.A., these processes being declared extinct by the CMVM in 
May 2019, following the EDP General Meeting’s rejection of the proposal to release the respective statutes. 
The protection of investors, in this context, was safeguarded through an understanding, disclosed to the 
market by the CMVM, on the impact of the potential results of that proposal for deliberation on the aforesaid 
offers (approval, non-approval or postponement), allowing for a significantly extended outcome of offers 
announced some time before.

1. What we do
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BOX III
CONSOLIDAÇÃO DE PRAZOS
DE APROVAÇÃO DOS PROSPETOS

In order to promote the market access movement, the procedures for reviewing prospectuses were revised 

in 2019, consolidating practices aligned with the highest international standards, in terms of predictability, 

speed and proportionality.

This approach allowed even shorter times for response and approval of prospectuses compared with those 

already achieved in 2018, which reduced the average response times to the first versions of prospectuses 

and addenda by about 47% compared to the previous year – achieving a decrease from 3.9 working days to 

2.1 in the context of public distribution offers.

The year ended on a positive note, already in the transition to 2020, with MERLIN Properties SOCIMI, S.A being 
accepted for trading, under a dual listing. In this context, the intervention of the CMVM enable guarantee of 
the timeliness of the process, while laying the groundwork for future interconnection between the Portu-
guese and Spanish markets for the purpose of liquidating market transactions. 

Finally, we remained committed to overseeing the good corporate governance practices – particularly in 
terms of compliance with the criterion of gender parity and independence requirements at electing General 
Assemblies - and in furthering the supervisory and monitoring model established following the Protocol 
signed between the CMVM and the Portuguese Institute of Corporate Governance on 13 October 2017. l
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SIMPLIFICATION AND PROXIMITY
TO THE MARKET

The objective of simplifying procedures, as well as greater openness to the 
market and proximity to issuers, was accomplished through several initiatives, 
aimed at contributing to the promotion of the market:

1. What we do

3 - ANNUAL CIRCULAR

Early delivery to issuers and wide public 

disclosure enable quick assimilation 

of legislative updates and supervisory 

priorities

4 - ESEF | CLARIFICATION SESSION

Clarification on the concept and how 

to fill out the new electronic format 

for disclosing financial information to 

issuers (ESEF)

5 - UNDERSTANDINGS

In the context of complex operations, 

the objective is to clarify and facilitate 

access to information by the market, 

reducing legal and financial advisory 

costs

6 - SIMPLIFIED LEGISLATION

Translates into the revision of regu-

lations and instructions, revision of 

the Securities Code and the corporate 

governance regime and the end of the 

need for the registration of analysts

7 - MEETINGS WITH ISSUERS

Held at the Association of Companies 

Issuing Listed Securities on the Market 

(AEM), to talk about reformulation of 

procedures, simplified legislation, prior-

ities and to listen to issuers regarding 

difficulties and challenges

2 - FINANCE LAB FOR GROWTH

Participation in 5 sessions of this 

programme designed for SMEs, intro-

ducing the capital market as a way of 

diversifying financing sources 

1 - FASTER MEANS OF ACCESS 

Availability, in February, of direct 

means of contact with departments, 

in addition to general contacts

2

3

6

57

4

1
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The real-time trading supervision absorbed an important part of our market monitoring activity 
(see infograph), in a context marked, on the one hand by significant appreciation of the markets 
compared to the standard seen at the end of the last decade, but on the other, by important 
geopolitical events that influenced investor feelings and contributed to localised increases in 
market volatility.

We highlight the identification of 527 potentially anomalous situations over the various trading sessions 
(compared to 604 situations in 2018), which resulted in 40 contacts with issuer representatives for relation-
ships with the market, 17 with the market-managing entities and 5 with trading members. In 24 of these situ-
ations, it was determined there was a need to initiate more detailed analyses (preliminary analyses and oper-
ation analyses). The fragmentation of the market, translated in the proportion of the volume traded outside 
markets registered in Portugal, demanded particular attention on our part, in particular by monitoring the 
transactions of the shares included in the PSI20 index. We continued to perfect the supervisory procedures 
arising from the implementation of the EU directive and regulation of financial instrument markets (MiFID II 
and MiFIR), particularly as it pertains to the supervision of position limits in commodity derivative contracts 
(RTS 21), which helps prevent potential abuses of market or dominant positions, encouraging, in this way, 
fair market competition. Steps were also taken regarding the tick size regime (RTS 11), with the objective of 
checking whether the prices of financial instrument trades respect the format provided for in the regulation. 
A trading platform that disregards these rules has the potential of artificially increasing the cost of transac-
tions made on compliant trading platforms.

The completion of the implementation of procedures related to the suspension and interruption of trading 
enabled a timely response, in coordination with the other competent EU authorities, aimed at mitigating 
potential situations of information asymmetry, thereby promoting informational fairness and market 
integrity.

Regarding the supervision commonly referred to as T+1 (i.e. analysis of historical data on situations with 
evidence of irregularity), 21 transaction analyses were carried out, concluding that 5 contained substantial 
evidence of market abuse.

In the context of market abuse, it is important to highlight the 4 onsite visits to financial intermediaries, to 
supervise their systems and procedures for detecting and communicating orders and operations that could 
constitute market abuse. These onsite visits were characterised by a component of a pedagogical nature, in 
order to alert financial intermediaries regarding their duties and role in the current regime of market abuse. 
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21
Potentially anomalous situations 

throughout the trading sessions

527

4
Visits to FIs for verification of systems 

and procedures for detecting and 

reporting situations likely to 

constitute market abuse

Processes of operation analysis 

completed, in which 

Analysis of transactions

by managers

2,431
5

Preliminary investigation

procedures were opened

Own stock transactions

analysed

5,483

27
Additional measures resulting from 

supervised short selling operations

568
Communications of short selling the 

operations of which were supervised

62
Contacts within the scope of real-time 

supervision. In

24
detailed analyses

were initiated
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Experience has shown that one of the positive results of these supervisory actions is providing the compe-
tent authority with more and better information regarding the rationale for transactions suspected of market 
abuse. It should be noted in this regard that the CMVM’s methodology of gathering and using communications 
of suspicious transactions as a source of information in market abuse investigations was assessed very 
positively by ESMA following the peer review conducted by this European authority in 2019. These communi-
cations are a fundamental tool for promoting and preserving market integrity.

The integrity of the market also depends on verifying compliance with the rules on transactions by managers 
and of issuers’ own shares, with an additional focus on the sessions close to the disclosure of relevant facts 
or events. In 2019, we analysed 2,431 transactions by managers and 5,483 own share transactions.

Similarly, we also supervised the operations associated with 568 communications under the short selling 
regulation, resulting in 27 additional measures related to requests for justification on the way short posi-
tions were set up or requests for clarification and corrections of the reports sent by short sellers. Finally, we 
monitored settlement failures associated with 17 liquidator members, which occurred in markets subject to 
supervision by the CMVM, with the purpose of identifying situations that could be market abuse. In the main 
situations detected there was no confirmation the existence of material evidence of market abuse.
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The risk-based approach we take in supervising the financial intermediation covered, particularly, 
the areas of receiving, transmitting and carrying out orders on the account of others, trading on 
one’s behalf, portfolio management on the account of others, management of collective invest-
ment bodies, commercialisation of financial instruments and the prevention of money laun-
dering and terrorism financing.

During 2019, 12 onsite supervisory actions were carried out, 450 continuous supervisory actions were 
completed and 30 monitoring reports were produced.

The matters of corporate governance and internal control continued to deserve special attention, with a 
particular focus on compliance control systems. From the analysis completed, we were able see a general 
improvement of the conditions for carrying out the function, although there is still significant room for 
improvement. As a result of the analysis of the internal control reports, the deficiencies identified by 
the compliance control system were monitored and, as a result, detailed plans for their mitigation were 
requested, incorporating concrete and temporally defined actions.

The commercialisation of financial instruments to retail investors was another cornerstone of the super-
visory activity, focusing on the adequacy measurement process, on the provision of pre-contractual infor-
mation and on product governance processes, with emphasis on the consideration of costs and fees of the 
products.

The process and procedures for measuring the suitability of products to customer profiles still demonstrate 
some shortcomings, either with regard to the quality of questionnaires used in collecting investor informa-
tion, or in the processing of this information, which sometimes leads to the distribution of clients by  risk 
profiles that are too broad. It is also noted that, as a rule, the prevailing factor is the risk associated with 
the financial instrument, its complexity being devalued in this process. Within this scope, the CMVM rein-
forced the importance of the gathering and proper processing of customer information, which is of funda-
mental importance in knowing them and, with this, in the effectiveness of the entire process of adapting 
each investment to the customer’s profile.

The providing of pre-contractual information is another relevant quadrant, and we highlight the fact that in 
the placement of some types of debt, the simulators of expected profitability are not always used. We found 
that the placement of debt with retail investors with certain characteristics, involving low underwriting 
amounts, could lead to the erosion of their profitability and even to the consumption of the capital invested 
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as a result of the overall costs incurred by the investor. Action by the CMVM, for example, in the approval of 
public debt prospectuses contributed to the information on minimum subscription volumes incorporating 
such concerns and, at the same time, bound the legal imperative of using profitability simulators as a way of 
informing and protecting investors.

Although this is a recent application resulting from the MiFID II package, it was found that there is a margin of 
progression of the entities in relation to the implementation and boosting of product governance processes 
and procedures, in particular with regard to upstream phases, such as product design and the delimitation 
of their target market. In this regard, a survey of the main measures implemented by the entities operating 
in our market was carried out, in order to incorporate the new rules into the respective processes, which 
allowed us to formulate an overview of the market.

Another area that deserved special attention from the supervision of the CMVM was the investment consul-
tancy activity, specifically that which is carried out by investment consultancy companies. We developed 
and implemented an activity reporting system for these, to achieve more incisive monitoring at the pruden-
tial level, but also at the behavioural and organisational level. From the onsite supervisions there emerged 
precisely the behavioural and conduct aspects in some of these entities which required the CMVM to take 
appropriate steps to correct confirmed deviations. In 2019, 13 investment consultancy companies were 
analysed in relation to compliance with the applicable prudential requirements.

In 2019, supervisory plans on market structures were also carried out, aimed at completing and fulfilling the 
supervisory requirements imposed by European legislation. Moreover, having ensured the registration of a 
domestic entity as an index administrator, within the framework of the European regulation of indices used 
as benchmarks, supervision was also carried out on the entity that serves as a contributor of data to an inter-
national benchmark index, which led to a set of supervisory recommendations focusing on organisational 
requirements.
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In supervising the management of assets, we also sought to refine supervision based on data received 
(data-driven supervision) and on the identification of risks (risk-based supervision). During 2019, we 
carried out 2 onsite supervisory actions, and about 110 continuous supervisory actions were completed 
and about 25 monitoring reports produced.

The supervisory activity paid particular attention to investment funds in liquidation and/or with negative 
overall net value, for which a very close and assertive monitoring of the action plans of these entities was 
carried out. Another important aspect of supervision was the action developed regarding valuation rules 
applied by investment institutions, in particular to illiquid assets (real estate, securities, with emphasis on 
over-the-counter transactions, and venture capital participations). On this front, we acted in specific situ-
ations where the criteria and assumptions used proved to be inadequate, contributing to greater transpar-
ency of the information that is given to investors and the market.

Risk management, especially for liquidity, also deserved attention, mindful of its importance in terms of the 
prudential vision of collective investment bodies and for their financial stability, with a clarification session 
being held for the industry. Within the scope of prudential supervision, 45 venture capital companies and 3 
venture capital fund management companies were the focus of supervisory initiatives.

It is also worth mentioning the cross-sectional supervision on the activity carried out by the depositary 
banks, whose functions, especially those of supervision, showed room for improvement. In fact, it has been 
noted that their supervision is not always exercised entirely independently of the management entity and 
its quality tends to be lower in real estate investment bodies. On the other hand, control duties are not fully 
implemented or are not carried out with the required diligence and timeliness, in particular, regarding the 
control of the valuation of assets, among other issues. In addition to the specific measures taken with each 
entity, this action also allows the formulation of guidelines in 2020 for the exercise of this activity to estab-
lish a level playing field in the Portuguese market, raising the overall quality with which it is developed.

Moreover, a preventive supervisory approach was maintained, and frequent meetings were held with stake-
holders of asset management and real estate valuation, in which questions from supervised entities were 
addressed and clarified, indicating current concerns and the foci of supervision in the coming periods. 
Training and/or clarification sessions were held on topics resulting from the supervision performed that 
were the object of greater attention and action by supervised entities.
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BOX IV
CMVM ASSUMES JURISDICTION OVER  
PRUDENTIAL SUPERVISORY OF MANAGEMENT  
COMPANIES OF COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT BODIES

The transfer of prudential supervision powers over companies managing investment funds and credit secu-

ritisation funds from the Bank of Portugal to the CMVM entered into force on 1 January 2020. However, a 

significant part of the preparatory work was carried out in 2019.

This transfer is a milestone in the regulation of the asset management sector in Portugal, since by concen-

trating the powers and duties of prudential and behavioural supervision in the same entity, it represents a 

paradigmatic change in the corresponding supervisory model.

The CMVM was already responsible for the behavioural supervision of these two types of entities (SGOIC 

and SGFTC), as well as for the supervision (prudential and behavioural) of collective investment organiza-

tions (CIO) managed by them. The transfer of the prudential supervision over management companies to 

the CMVM will therefore bring gains in efficiency and effectiveness resulting from current and prospective 

market agents now relating to merely one supervisor. A simplification in terminology was also carried out, 

which sought to avoid, as much as possible, the multiplication of types of entities without a relevant differen- 

tiation in regime.

The concentration of responsibilities and the regulatory simplification proposed by the CMVM will result, 

specifically, in shorter deadlines and fewer authorisation acts, in the elimination of areas of regulatory 

overlap between the CMVM and the Bank of Portugal, and will give the CMVM a more complete and integrated 

overview of those entities and the activities they perform, enabling supervision that is intended to be more 

timely, faster and effective for the benefit of the functioning of the domestic market. For the entities it also 

means, among other dimensions, that they will be subject to requirements that are more appropriate and 

proportional to their nature and the risk of their activity.

Finally, our supervision has benefited from the international connections formed by our teams, in particular 
within the scope of the chair of ESMA’s Investment Management Standing Committee (IMSC). l
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The supervisory activity of entities begins in the process of their registration. In this context, the 
rigour and demand in our performance is fundamental to ensure a timely, predictable, available 
and proportionate action, to contribute to the dynamism and competitiveness of the market, 
thus responding to the priorities we have assumed before market agents.

The 2019 balance regarding activity of authorisations and registrations reflects positive developments in the 
main areas of action, the following aspects deserving special mention:

(i) The total volume of registrations and authorisations of new entities in 2019 was similar to 2018 (171 
new entities, compared to 172 in 2018) and even slightly higher in some areas compared to 2018.  
(see infograph)

(ii) Although the volume of applications for registration/authorisation of new entities received in 2019 
was high and the submission of applications concentrated in some periods of the year, for the main 
types (see infograph) it was possible to:

• carry out a first response to the requests of entities which included, in most situations, the comments 
arising from analysing the content of the documents in under 5 business days;

• anticipate by about 42% the legally prescribed deadline for the completion of administrative proce-
dures for authorisation and registration; and

• take no more than one month (about 21 business days) to analyse submitted documents (initial 
and subsequent versions)4 and ensure a total average duration of 38 business days for authorising 
procedures5.

The results recorded in 2019 reflect our commitment to promoting development through more predicta-
bility in the response and decision timeframes, as well as the reduction of response times to requests that 
come to us and the number of interactions between the CMVM and the applicant. These results were made 
possible, in part, by our bet on the quality of communication and the relationship we maintain with market 
agents, namely:

• We have stimulated a close relationship with market players, which is evidenced by the frequent  
contacts received;

• We have held meetings in the phase prior to the submission of the respective application for author-
isation/registration, allowing doubts of both parties to be clarified and so we can identify elements 
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that should be taken into account or that deserve further study when dealing with the respective 
process; and

• We have published more complete registration dossiers, with better developed forms and the list 
of mandatory supporting documentation, in order to create greater predictability regarding CMVM’s 
action. In this context, we have updated and subsequently published 73 registration/authorisation 
dossiers for new entities or new activities, as well as other acts subject to the authorisation of the 
CMVM, to its opposition or which are merely to be communicated, which corresponds to 62% of the 
total 117 registration dossiers that are to be published. l

FIGURE 1 - EVOLUTION OF THE NEW ACTIVITY
New registered entities
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In the 2019 fiscal year, we completed 9 onsite supervisory actions  (8 actions in 2018) and continued  to 
monitor the supervision of quality control carried out by the Association of Statutory Auditors (OROC) 
on non-PIE (public interest entity) auditors. On this last point, the strengthening of the link between the 
CMVM and the Association of Statutory Auditors is worth highlighting.

It is also worth noting the conclusion of a cross-sectional supervisory action aimed at investigating compli-
ance with requirements of rotation in public interest entities (PIE), which concluded there is non-compliance 
with the duty of rotation by 30 Statutory Auditor Firms at 67 PIEs. In September, we published the results of the 
audit quality control system for the 2018/2019 cycle, in which we noted the completion of 51 continuous super-
visory actions and 8 onsite supervision actions between mid-2018 and 2019. The latter resulted in 108 recom-
mendations (53 in the 2017/2018 cycle) related to the internal quality control system of Statutory Auditors and 
Auditor Firms and 183 recommendations (116 in the 2017/2018 cycle) related to supervised audit dossiers.

In other areas of our activity, it is worth mentioning the cancellation of registrations for performing audit 
functions with the CMVM of three statutory auditors (ROC) from one of the largest auditors in the market, 
which occurred at their request in the context of a CMVM action on their trustworthiness as a condition for 
maintaining these registrations; there were three projects with high medium-term potential: the completion 
of a model of audit quality indicators (AQI), the development of a methodology for grading deficiencies identi-
fied in the supervisory actions (grading model) and active participation in the guidelines on the assessment of 
trustworthiness for fulfilling functions or regulated activities.

The development of the AQI model benefited from contributions from a work group led by the CMVM partic-
ipated in by the Association of Statutory Auditors, ASF, the Bank of Portugal, the Inspectorate-General of 
Finance (IGF) and individuals related to the supervisory bodies and the Academy.

The AQI should help promote a culture of quality in audit firms, provide greater transparency to the audit 
market and create a new tool to support supervisory bodies in fulfilling their audit duties, with the aim of 
applying the model in a prudent and gradual manner. On the other hand, the grading model meets the needs 
expressed by the supervised entities as well as the CMVM, which will enable the defining of degrees of severity 
of irregularities in the findings of  supervisory actions.
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20192018

FEES*

Statutory 
Auditor Firms

Statutory 
Auditores

*Total values in thousands of euros (public interest entities and non-public 

interest entities). Updated value for 2018.

The universe of auditors under the supervision of the CMVM 
remained relatively stable and the fees charged by these entities 
increased only slightly.
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The prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing (MLTF) has taken on great prevalence 
in our activity, which, among other dimensions, resulted in 24 supervisory actions in financial 
intermediaries and auditors. Through these actions, we have sought to check the robustness of 
systems and controls implemented by entities under our supervision in terms of prevention of 
MLTF and their compliance with legally established preventative duties.

We have also sought to promote cooperation with the different domestic entities with responsibilities in this 
area, particularly through the frequent sharing of information 

Among the 24 supervisory actions in the area of compliance with of preventive duties provided for in the 
MLTF legal framework, 14 occurred in the context of authorising proceedings, namely with on-site visits vali-
dating means, and 6 others pertained to auditors. The supervisory actions revealed deficiencies in internal 
policies and procedures and weaknesses in the identification of customers and final beneficiaries, which led 
us to issue 5 notifications with the objective of correcting deficiencies. We also initiated two new infrac-
tion proceedings for violation of preventive MLTF duties. One of the cases judged in 2019 resulted in a fine of 
€400,000 (see Box V). As part of a case with international cooperation, we also communicated suspicious 
MLTF operations to the Public Prosecutor’s Office (PP) and the Financial Information Unit of the Judiciary 
Police (FIU).

In 2019, work continued on the review of the 2015 MLTF National Risk Assessment, within the scope of the 
Commission for the Coordination of Policies for the Prevention and Combating of Money Laundering and 
Terrorism Financing, with the carrying out of further consultation with the financial and non-financial sectors 
(auditors), regarding MLTF vulnerabilities and threats. We have also made contributions in the context of the 
work of transposing into the national legal system Directive (EU) 2018/843, of the Parliament and the Council 
of 30 May 2018, amending Directive (EU) 2015/849 regarding the prevention of use of the financial system for 
the purpose of money laundering or terrorist financing (5AMLD). We have also sought to clarify the duties of 
identifying effective beneficiaries of realities subject to our supervision. In the summer of 2019, in coope- 
ration with other national authorities, we participated in evaluating the national system of prevention and 
combat of MLTF in the field of credit institutions, organised by the EBA. l
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BOX V
FINES OF € 4,000,000 RELATED TO MLTF
IMPOSED BETWEEN 2012 AND 2019

Within the scope of its responsibilities regarding the preventive supervision of money laundering and terrorism 

financing (MLTF), the CMVM carried out 136 onsite supervisory actions (including completed and ongoing 

actions) between 2012 and 2019, to which are added those carried out long-distance, in particular, the internal 

control reports. Within the context of the supervisory actions carried out, more than two hundred recommen-

dations were issued to supervised reporting entities. In the same period, 23 administrative offence proceed-

ings were instituted, with 21 legal persons convicted and around € 4,000,000 of fines imposed

With regard to the duty of communication, the current legal regime provides that reporting entities shall, on 

their own initiative, provide the competent authorities (PP/CDIPA - Central Department for Investigation and 

Penal Action  - and FIU) whenever they know, suspect or have sufficient reasons to suspect transactions have 

been carried out (or proposed or attempted) with funds from criminal activities. In order to facilitate the speed 

of analysing and communicating suspicious measures, the number of parties involved in the chain of commu-

nication should be kept to a minimum. Thus, the CMVM is not involved in the process of communicating suspi-

cious transactions by the entities under its supervision in the area of preventing MLTF, but it may, in the context 

of the supervision it carries out, request information on them.

However, the CMVM, in the performance of any functions, and whenever it is aware of or suspects MLTF opera-

tions, shall communicate the facts to the competent authorities, should the communication not yet have been 

carried out by its supervised entity. It also communicates in those situations where the facts are not related to 

a supervised entity (but with unauthorised intermediation situations, for example). In the period between 2012 

and 2019, the CMVM made 20 such reports to the CDIPA-FIU.

FIGURE 2 – VALUE OF FINES IMPOSED
Thousands of euros
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

505 0 1 540 0 900 0 625 400
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The confidence in investors and other entities in the market is critically dependent on the integ-
rity of its operations, which is why we have remained focused on detecting and investigating 
evidence of market abuse and in repressing actions which are contrary to law or regulation, in 
particular in the area of financial intermediation activities without proper authorisation.

 In 2019, we concluded 11 investigation processes, most of which were linked to evidence of abuse of infor-
mation, related particularly to takeover bids. In the area of evidence of market manipulation, we have 
concluded 4 processes where we specifically investigated situations of closing price manipulation. In 
processes of preliminary inquiries 75 investors were under analysis, 31 of which were foreign institutions, 
and 31 requests for international assistance (especially from the EU) were made. At the end of the year, we 
had 9 active investigation processes, 4 of them opened that year for suspicions of insider trading. In the 
light of evidence of market manipulation and trading based on insider information, we submitted 2 notifica-
tions to the Public Prosecutor’s Office.

In analysing evidence of market abuse, along with the programme of on-site visits to financial intermedi-
aries, a risk assessment model of each intermediary based on impact factors and risk factors was devel-
oped, which will support the selection of financial intermediaries to be subject to an onsite supervisory 
action.

In 2019, we also completed the analysis of 10 situations related to unauthorized financial intermediation, 
with complaints and requests for information contributing in a relevant way to the detection and repres-
sion of these situations. In 2019, we released four communications informing investors of the lack of qual-
ification of the entities targeted for the exercise of financial intermediation activities, and we requested 
changes to websites and promoted the exchange of information with other similar national and interna-
tional authorities.

In the face of the increasing internationalisation of markets, resorting to international cooperation between 
the different analogous authorities becomes increasingly frequent. In addition to the requests for coopera-
tion made in the context of preliminary investigation procedures of market abuse, we also provided cooper-
ation with counterparts, responding to 22 requests, an indication of the rising trend of this type of requests 
(compared to 6 in 2017 and 16 in 2018), not only in number, but in their complexity also, especially in the area 
of unauthorised financial intermediation.

Regarding institutional cooperation, always respecting obligations of confidentiality to which the CMVM is 
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bound, we responded to 14 requests for cooperation from judicial authorities (specifically the Public Pros-
ecutor’s Office (PP) and Courts), in addition to the institutional cooperation maintained between the CMVM 
and the PP in the context of criminal proceedings originating in CMVM communications related to crimes 
against the market. l

FIGURE 3 - INVESTIGATION PROCESSES
Data from end of 2019
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In line with the goals of strengthening the integrity of the market we have reinforced the sanctioning 
activity, looking to reduce the number of pending processes and ensure faster decisions. Therefore, the 
number of pending processes at the end of the year has not been this low since 2009 (see infograph).

We also delivered final decisions on 104 cases (66 in 2018), including 76 convictions and 28 decisions to 
not prosecute. Among the administrative offence proceedings subject to a conviction, we highlight those 
related to the violation of the duties of the financial intermediaries (51 cases) and the collective management 
of savings (11 cases).

These processes – including the cases involving Banque Privée Espírito Santo, S.A., Portugal Branch, Banif – 
Banco Internacional do Funchal, S.A. and Orey Financial - Instituição Financeira de Crédito, S.A. – are related 
to the breach of duties with particular relevance to the protection of investors, the duty to inform, the evalu-
ation of the appropriateness of transactions to the profile of investors or of prevention and management of 
conflicts of interest. In addition to these duties, there are also other duties of great importance to the regular 
functioning of the market and the financial system, such as preventive MLTF duties that obligate entities to 
follow rules of identification, diligence or the refusal to carry out operations.

As at December 31, 2019, there were 79 infringement proceedings still pending, representing 14 fewer cases 
pending compared to 2018, which is the lowest number since 2009. In order to ensure faster decision-making, 
we tried to reduce the time elapsed between the start of the process and the final decision of the CMVM: in 
the 76 cases subject to a conviction in 2019, the average process time was one and a half years, 27 of which 
recorded a process time of under 100 days.

The decrease in the number of pending administrative offence proceedings, the decrease in the processing 
periods and the increase in the number of cases under final decision reflect a faster and more timely sanc-
tioning action, with a decrease in the time between the detection of infringements and the sentencing deci-
sion, ensuring greater investor protection and contributing to a better functioning of the market.

In 2019, there were 146 non-administrative offence litigation proceedings in  the Administrative, Tax and Civil 
Courts, in which the CMVM is a procedural subject. Of this set of cases, 9 were initiated in 2019, two are adminis-
trative, one is a tax litigation, and six are being tried in the judicial courts.

During the year, 78 decisions were also given in civil proceedings, 61 of which became final and 4 decisions in 
administrative proceedings, 3 of which became final. Of the total 64 cases rendered final in 2019, 60 pertained 
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to investors’ claims for compensation for losses from investments made, invoking a possible liability on the 
part of the CMVM. All decisions were in favour of the CMVM – so it should be noted that there is no court 
decision that holds the CMVM liable for any failure in its supervisory and investor protection duties. In the 
remaining four cases, which concerned the provision of information by the CMVM, the courts allowed the 
CMVM to provide that information in two cases, due to the weighting of the various interests in question, 
including those of investors, breaking CMVM’s code of confidentiality.

The CMVM also provided support to the Investor Compensation System in the context of two administrative 
and four civil proceedings, two of which were filed seeking credit claims. l

FIGURE 4 – ADMINISTRATIVE OFFENCE ACTIVITY
Evolution of administrative offence proceedings
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The technological developments in the financial industry and the growing affirmation of sustain-
able financial developments have continued to be a core element of our activity due to the chal-
lenges they pose to financial supervision and regulation, and the responsibility for monitoring 
them has been entrusted to an internal committee dedicated to the development of the market 
in its various facets.

With regard to the monitoring of new business models resulting from the application of technological innova-
tion, namely FinTech, Portugal Finlab is a communication channel created by the CMVM, Bank of Portugal and 
the ASF, in partnership with the Fintech Portugal Association. The first edition allowed 10 selected projects, 
out of a total of 39 candidates, to understand in detail the regulatory reality in which they must operate during 
the creation and development phase of new projects in the area of technology applied to the financial system. 
The selected projects were analysed essentially on virtual assets (Crypto/Blockchain), the concession and 
intermediation of credit in the collaborative financing regime (crowdfunding) and RegTech. Entries not chosen 
that raised regulatory doubts were also supported. The launch of the 2nd edition of Portugal FinLab – “Where 
regulation meets innovation”, now with only the three regulators, was held during the Web Summit, and will 
developed now in 2020.

The speed of the ongoing transformation in sustainable finance and the need for the national market to be 
prepared for the demands that may arise from them explains why, in 2019, we followed all the regulatory work 
developed at the European level, and made and published a reflection and consultation paper on the subject. 
In all, 17 entities responded to the survey, which gave us a unique and unprecedented perspective on how the 
main players in the national market faced the challenge, especially the risks associated with difficulties in 
reporting and measurement, and risk analysis, including the discrediting of the topic through greenwashing 
practices (see box VI).
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BOX VI
MAIN RESULTS OF THE REFLECTION AND CONSULTATION PAPER
ON SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

The main risks and difficulties identified by participants the Portuguese market related to sustainable finance 

development were:

• Poor data quality and lack of measurement standards;

• Costs associated with new reports and the guarantee of  compliance with new rules;

• Greenwashing in the development and distribution of products and services;

• Development of appropriate risk models, in particular related to climate change;

• Implication of the new rules on current activity;

• Difficulty in moving from short-term focus to management and investment strategies more focused on the 

long term.

As for the role of the regulator, agents in the domestic market expect the CMVM to:

• Inform and issue recommendations to investors, market entities and society in general on the best ways 

to integrate and comply with new rules of regulation and supervision, specifically regarding non-financial 

information;

• Ensure permanent communication that contributes to the explanation of the new framework and, when 

possible, develop and adapt solutions in cooperation with market participants.

applications submitted to Portugal 
Finlab

39
entities that responded to the consultation 
on sustainable finance 

17
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In 2019, we strengthened support to investors with the introduction of a new complaint management 
model that makes the institutions object of the complaints more accountable, promotes faster settle-
ment of disputes, and allows the CMVM to focus on the more complex cases that have not been resolved 
in the first instance. At the same time, we reinforced content and communication channels with the 
investors, received and responded to more requests for support and registered a significant increase 

in the number of reports of wrongdoing, particularly those related with situations of alleged fraud in invest-
ments via electronic platforms. It should be noted that in many situations, financial intermediation is not in 
question, but other fraudulent schemes, cases where information is submitted to the competent authorities.

As a result of the implementation of the new complaint model, in 2019, it was possible to improve the handling 
of complaints. We underscore the decrease (by 13%) compared to 2018 in the number of complaints received 
and the increase (by 39%) in the number of complaints concluded, aided by the conclusion of the complaints 
of processes of particular complexity such as that of BANIF.

Excluding complaints in special cases (related to BANIF and BES), the median period for handling complaints 
decreased from 85 days in 2018 to 37 days in 2019 (see infograph with main data for 2019), and the number of 
complaints not satisfied by the entity object of the complaint (subject to decision by the CMVM) decreased 
from 86 in 2018 to 21 in 20197.

In 2019, we also published for the first time the Annual Report of Complaints and Requests for Information, 
detailing the reality of investor complaints to the Securities Market Commission in 2018. This report rein-
forces transparency before the market and identifies areas of risk, vulnerabilities, and important trends for 
the actions of the CMVM and its supervised entities in regard to investor protection.

COMPLAINTS AND 
INVESTOR SUPPORT
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Director of the 

Investor Relations 
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BOX VII
NEW MODEL FOR HANDLING COMPLAINTS

The new model for handling complaints, implemented at the end of the first quarter, has as its fundamental characteris-

tics the fact that complaints are only to be sent to the CMVM after they have already been submitted to the entity that is 

the object of the complaint, but those complaints have not been satisfied. Following the assessment of a complaint, the 

CMVM may open a supervisory procedure to verify the regularity of the action of the entity object of the complaint, which 

may culminate in the issuing of a notification to the entity or even the determination of liability for administrative offence.

FIGURE 5 - IMPACT OF THE NEW COMPLAINTS MODEL
Analysis of the model’s process to completion

COMPLAINTS RECEIVED COMPLAINTS CONCLUDED

MEDIAN PERIOD FOR HANDLING (IN DAYS) (a) NOT SATISFIED  BY THE ENTITY OBJECT OF  COMPLAINT (b)

2019*2018 2019*2018

2019*2018 2019*2018

401 462 816 1 129

85 37 33% 22%

* New complaints 

model entered into

effect in March

(a) excluding

BES and BANIF

processes

(b) of those that

were responded t

by the entity object 

of the complaint
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Focused also on the recovery of investor confidence, in 2019 the CMVM continued to actively partici-
pate in the activities of the National Financial Training Plan (NFTP), a project launched in 2011 by the 
National Council of Financial Supervisors (CNSF) and which includes, in addition to the CMVM, the 
Bank of Portugal and ASF. At the same time, we promote other bilateral actions aimed at greater 
proximity and focus in contact with investors.

Therefore, in addition to furthering the 36 already-existing partnerships within the scope of the NFTP, in 2019 
another was signed with the Intermunicipal Community of Terras de Trás-os-Montes (IMC). It was in this region 
that the Financial Training Week took place, between 28 and 31 October, involving more than 2200 partici-
pants, primarily school-aged young people but also teachers, trainers from the local authorities, footballers 
and citizens of working age and seniors.

Two teacher training workshops were also held for 62 participants, one in the centre of the country (Pombal) 
and the other in Greater Lisbon (Montijo). In the context of partnerships with Institute of Support to Small 
and Medium Enterprises and Innovation (IAPMEI) - Agency for Competitiveness and Innovation, and Portugal 
Tourism, 29 training initiatives were organised for 563 managers of micro, small and medium-sized enter-
prises, putting special focus on the topics of financing and investment, including the financing of business 
through the capital market. In the area of social economy, three training actions took place involving 150 
participants.

The CMVM also participated in three financial training courses for graduates of the Institute for Employment 
and Vocational Training (IEFP), involving more than 110 people. It should be noted that the trainers of the IEFP 
(previously formed by the NFTP) held several training actions involving more than 2200 participants. Also, 
within the CNSF, the production began on The Financial Education Journal 4, targeting secondary education, 
as well as the work related to the completion of the Survey of the Portuguese Population on Financial Literacy, 
an initiative framed within the international exercise promoted by the OECD.

As in the previous two years, during the first week of October, we organised in Portugal the World Investor 
Week (WIW), an initiative promoted by IOSCO, which took place in more than 80 countries on six continents. 
Under the motto “Investing in knowledge, investing with confidence” and together with partners representing 
the market and with financial regulators, several initiatives were held, with emphasis on conferences and 
debates, a focus group with higher education students and visits to various bank branches in the country. In 
addition, we participated once again in Global Money Week, where the activities carried out, together with 
those of World Investor Week, involved more than 400 students. l
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BOX VIII
FINANCIAL EDUCATION PROJECTS 
REWARD STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

The contest Todos Contam (Everyone Counts) was held in 2019 for the eighth consecutive year and had a 

total of 58 candidates for “School Awards”, in which more than 11 thousand students from around 70 schools 

participated, from most of the districts in mainland Portugal as well as the Autonomous Regions of the 

Azores and Madeira. For the first time, a “Teacher Award” was bestowed, distinguishing a teacher who 

excelled in implementing financial education projects in previous years.

Since the creation of the contest in 2012 to promote financial literacy, 122 thousand students have partici-

pated, from 754 schools, with 49 prizes awarded to the most innovative projects plus 31 honourable mentions.

THOUSAND STUDENTS
total number of students who 
participated in the eighth edition
 of the Todos Contam Contest

122
PRIZES 
Awarded to the most innovative projects. 
31 works were also distinguished with 
honourable mention

49
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The reputation of the CMVM also depends on the clarity of the communication and the quality of 
the relationship we maintain with investors, supervised entities, and the society in general. That is 
why, in conjunction with our effort to simplify regulations, make improvements in technology and 
management, and promote supervision that is more focused and based on the identification of risk 
factors, we have sought to improve our communication and relationship with all interested parties.

2019 marked a turn-around in this area of our activity, including a change of image carried out in May, with an 
impact on all CMVM’s communication supports. Valorising continuity and the almost 30 years of CMVM history, 
the new image seeks to signal our commitment to a presence in the society that is closer, more transparent, and 
more up-to-date, evolving in step with new initiatives in communication and external relations, implemented 
during the course of the year and always with the same thought: to empower the effectiveness of supervision 
and regulation in protecting investors and developing the national market.

The dimensions that should be highlighted include the production of information increasingly focused on the 
needs of the market at each moment and distributed using multiple channels and formats (website, social 
networks, events, publications), seeking to take the information where the investors and supervised entities are.

We promoted a global reformulation of our publications in the name of clarity and the effectiveness of the docu-
ments, the new annual report being a prime example; new publications such as the CMVM report on priorities, 
the report on complaints and investor support, and the report on the auditing activity. We also defined set days 
with public deadlines for publishing regular statistics.

Along with the reinforcement of the publications and the relationship with the press, it is worth mentioning the 
activities that fostered the direct relationship with investors, supervised entities, and the society in general, 
particularly:

• Direct telephone numbers were made available for each department;
• Two conferences were held with a wider audience of 450 participants;
• 14 events organised with external stakeholders, involving 895 participants;
• Six events were held with employees.

The commitment to optimise communication was reflected internally in initiatives that sought to boost the 
sharing of information on the market, investors, and our goals and skills, specifically through a new intranet and 
a monthly newsletter. l
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FIGURE 6 –EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
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In 2019 we strengthened the analysis and identification of macrofinancial risks, with a team focused 
on accompanying the developments in the financial environment and public policies relevant to the 
markets. Within the scope of these works, we pointed out the main risks for investors, the functioning 
of the market and our efficiency in the various specialised groups of ESMA, IOSCO and the CNSF, as well 
as in our Risk Outlook.

Among them, the most significant risks derive from the persistent low interest rates, which may be exacer-
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bated by the growing geopolitical tensions and trade protectionism seen in 2019, in a framework of the rela-
tively limited use of the conventional instruments of monetary policy. This environment is propitious for the 
adoption of more aggressive trade practices, specifically in the definition of policies on commissions and 
investor information, along with the reconfiguration of the behaviour of investors who, in search of higher 
returns, accept higher levels of risk that are not always expressed in the share prices, especially in regard to 
securities with a lower credit rating, particularly corporate debt. The low interest rates also foster high levels 
of indebtedness, which reduces the capacity to resist economic and financial shocks.

In 2019, we gave special attention to the growth of investment strategies with low management costs, known 
as passive investment, which are characterised by the makeup of portfolios that replicate security indexes. 
This international investment trend may negatively impact the efficient formation of prices on the markets, 
the corporate governance of the companies targeted for investment, and ultimately, financial stability itself, 
which is why we have contributed to the study of this phenomenon in the various forums we participated in. 
The focus on the contribution of the non-banking financial sector to the financial stability of the economies 
has assumed a more important place in the international analyses and in our own activity.

The work of identifying risks and trends, which is a central element of the CMVM management, was further 
reinforced by the attention given to long-term challenges such as sustainable finance and the growing impor-
tance of the behavioural dimensions in the knowledge and characterisation of the financial reality. l
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Crucial to the success of modernisation of management and the quality of the public service 
we provide is a motivated, demanding, knowledgeable and realised team. 2019 was marked by 
over 9,000 hours of training (a 15% increase over 2018), almost 40% of which were in technolog-
ical areas, as part of the programme of technological modernisation in progress and the heavy 
investment made in recent years in gains in organisational efficiency.

With a drop of 5% in the total number of staff members, we ended the year with a team of 230 people, 62% 
being women and 82% having a bachelor’s degree or higher education. As for training, each employee received 
an average of 39 hours of training, in a total of 138 training initiatives. In this regard, it is worth pointing out 
some of the main areas:

• Technological skills;
• Behavioural change management (14 training sessions, involving a total of 391 participants);
• Leadership management by CMVM’s upper management staff;
• Technical subjects supported by internal knowledge and outside experts, specifically the National 

Commission of Data Protection (CNPD), the Attorney-General of the Republic, the Faculty of Economy of 
Porto and the Institute of Systems and Computer Engineering, Research and Development (INESC-ID).

The emphasis on the quality of performance of our people included two other dimensions that should be 
mentioned. One of them was the implementation of a new model of performance evaluation, in connection 
with the career model, reinforcing the focus on the promotion of merit in the organisation. In its first year, 
the model of evaluation and performance management was applied across the organisation to about 210 
employees who met the application requirements, forming an important support for the subsequent mecha-
nisms of recognition, specifically in terms of remuneration. The other was the start of a thorough evaluation 
of the policies and practices related to aspects such as the organisational well-being or work satisfaction, 
the conciliation of professional, personal, and family life, and flexibility in the ways of working. This process 
resulted in the identification of a set of policies and measures to be implemented in 2020 that are better 
adjusted to the new contexts and demands of managing people.
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In 2019 critical steps were taken to consolidate an internal process of digital and management modern-
isation, begun in 2018 and designated “CMVM+”. These steps included the implementation of structural 
initiatives in the organisation, such as the implementation of a technological support infrastructure 
and others that already benefit the day-to-day institutional activity. Mechanisms of good organisational 
management were also reinforced.

Among the initiatives that have already impacted our activity, we highlight the modernisation of the IT equip-
ment and the availability of a new intranet, which includes a catalogue of internal services. The new tools and 
equipment empower productivity and strengthens the collaborative approach at the CMVM.

The management of data and information occupies a central place in our strategy. In 2019, we increased our 
capacity for data analysis, on which rests a major part of our supervision activity.

The initiatives of CMVM+ are focused on allowing significant gains in efficiency in the various dimensions of 
our activity and complement the on-going process of administrative and regulatory simplification we are 
undertaking, with a view to adjusting the costs, with benefits for the entities under supervision and for the 
increased protection of the investor.

Within this scope, throughout the year, we reviewed and optimised over three hundred internal processes 
with the goal of improving the experience of investors and supervised entities in their relationship with the 
CMVM. This entailed our making two digital surveys of investors and supervised entities, and creating four 
focus groups with supervised entities.

At the same time, we continued to improve our management instruments, specifically by defining an annual 
cycle of integrated management, and reconciling strategic planning with organisational risk and budget 
management. This resulted in the definition of strategic objectives and the corresponding annual priorities, 
contributing to an increasing simplification, clarity, transparency and discipline in our actions.
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PROJECTS

I.	 COMPLAINT	MANAGEMENT: improved platform for managing 

complaints, requests for information and reporting of wrongdoing, 

with updated tools and more functional features 

II.	 E-INVOICING: implementation of processes and support systems for 

the exchange of invoicing information between entities, for invoices 

sent and received

III.	 SUCCESS	FACTORS:	implementation of human resource 

management tool that is easy to use, offering modules for 

performance, training and recruiting

IV.	 INTERNAL	AND	EXTERNAL	COMMUNICATION:	improvement of the 

areas of communications and relations with stakeholders, seeking 

greater proximity, interaction, and effectiveness in sharing information

V.	 UPGRADING	OF	PCS:	replaced by portable devices, to reinforce the 

technological capabilities and increase productivity and mobility in 

the organisation

	VI.	 PRODUCTIVITY	OFFICE		365: offers a new work environment, with 

collaborative tools that allow for greater mobility, the joint editing of 

documents and working in teams

VII.	 PREPARATION	OF	THE	BASIC	INFRASTRUCTURE: improved and 

updated technological architecture to ensure greater capacity for 

processing and storing information

VIII.	 INSTALLATION	OF	BASIC	SOFTWARE: Installation of the Oracle 

portfolio, with a view to the implementation of solutions to support 

the business

IX.	 LEGAL	APPLICATION	FOR	SUPERVISION: Provision of tools of legal 

analysis, with the goal of improving and automating supervision

X.	 INTRANET	AND	SERVICE	DESK: reformulation of the Intranet 

focused on the user and on interaction, and of the support area, 

centralising it and expanding it to other areas to achieve gains in 

efficiency

I.	 TEAM	ACCOMPANYING		SAMA:	preparation of procedures 

and documents for presenting the execution plan and the 

dossiers related to requests for reimbursement within the 

scope of SAMA

II.	 PROGRAMME	MANAGEMENT	(PMO): management of the 

programme and discussion of initiatives presented, and 

ensuring the connection between the areas of business, 

technologies, and the plans with the day-to-day activities

III.	CHANGE	MANAGEMENT:	design, planning and execution 

of communication actions and staff training, empowering 

the adoption of desired behaviours before and after the 

close of the programme

	 Model	of	Information	Governance

I.	 Review	of	Processes

II.	 Simplification	of	Instructions	and	

Regulations

III.	 Security	in	Mobility

IV.	 Analytical	Accounting

V.	 Data	Warehouse	and	visualisation	of	data

VI.	 New	CMVM	website

VII.	 Electronic	One-stop	Shop	 

(Balcão	Único	Eletrónico)

VIII.	Automation	of	Supervision	Processes

IX.	 Monitoring	of	IT

COMPLETED	PROJECTS

INITIATIVES
UNDERWAY	THROUGHOUT
THE	PROGRAMME

PROJECTS
UNDERWAY	AND	TO	BEGIN	
IN	2020	AND	2021
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In 2019, we concentrated our activity on a major effort to streamline and contain operating costs to 
respond to a negative pressure on the revenues from fees charged, and on the planning, contracting and 
budgetary accompaniment of structuring projects for our operating capacity for supervision and rela-
tions with the market entities. The CMVM closed 2019 with a negative net result of 719 thousand euros, 
which compares with the net positive result of 127 thousand euros in 2018.

Personnel costs increased by about 1% (which corresponds to 119 thousand euros) over 2018, reflecting, in 
part, the investment in staff training and the materialisation of the new system of careers and the model for 
evaluation and performance management, as well as the change in the average number of staff members 
between 2019 and 2018.

At the same time, the judicious reduction in operating costs enabled us to cut costs by more than 5% in 
the consumption of paper, water, electricity and other consumables, while developments in the demateri-
alisation of processes, specifically with the introduction of paperless invoicing, reflect CMVM’s effort and 
commitment to integrate the principles of sustainability in our own activity.

The investment in technological capabilities has been a priority and has its effect on the budget. In fact, 
the programme of transformation underway in the CMVM showed an increase of 31%, around 558 thousand 
euros, in the heading of amortisations and depreciations for the year, and a 3% growth in the heading of 
external supplies and services (around 94 thousand euros). On the income side of the ledger, of the total of 
22.9 million euros, 22.3 million euros came from supervision fees, which were in line with those of 2018.

Assets remained practically unchanged, totalling 60.1 million euros. Liabilities, all of which are under the 
heading of current liabilities, remained relatively low, with a drop of 290 thousand euros, about 9% below 
the amount in 2018. Own funds continued to represent 95% of total net assets, remaining above 57.3 million 
euros.

Finally, mention should be made regarding the management of projects with Community financing. In 2019, 
projects were prepared that seek to adapt the technological and information processing infrastructures to 
the needs for supervision and the sharing of information with other entities, European, in particular, as well 
as to launch the bases for making available to the public a new website that incorporates the Electronic 
One-stop Shop (Balcão Único Eletrónico - BUE) to give entities access to a vast range of services such as 
authorisation requests, document delivery, delivery of files of mandatory reports, consultation of the status 
of processes, change in entity data, requests for certificates and the payment of fees. l

ACCOUNTS
AND RESULTS

MANUEL 

LUZ 

Director

of Financial,

Assets and

Administrative

Department
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2. Who we are

GRAPH 1
CHANGE IN INCOME AND EXPENSES

TABLE 1 - PROJECTS CO-FINANCED BY COMMUNITY FUNDS
IN PROGRESS IN 2019

POCI-02-0550-FEDER-035394	(SAMA	I)

Supported under the system of 

incentives for the modernisation

and qualification of the public

administration (SAMA2020)

Project POCI	-	05-5762-FSE-000095	(SAMA	II) POCI-02-0550-FEDER-040592	(SAMA	III)

Supported under the system of

incentives SATDAP -

Digital Transformation of the

Public Administration

Supported under the system of

incentives SATDAP - Qualification

of the Public Administration

Scope

Reinforce the mechanisms

and processes of supervision of

the capital market

BUE – Balcão Único Eletrónico

(Electronic One-stop Shop)

Improvement of the processes,

mechanisms and information in

support of the activity of 

supervision and the  regulation of 

the securities market 

Designation

713 thousand euros 700 thousand euros3,529 thousand eurosAmount

involved

406 thousand euros 399 thousand euros2,010 thousand eurosAmount	qualified

for	co-financing
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ANNEX I
TABLES

Table 1 - CMVM public consultations

Source: CMVM

Public Consultation no. 1/2019
Draft Regulation for the first amendment to CMVM regulation no. 2/2016 
(Document available for public consultation until 29 January 2019)

Public Consultation no. 2/2019
Draft Regulation that restricts the trade, distribution, and sale of contracts for difference and prohibits the  trade, distribution, and sale of binary 
options in Portugal to retail investors 
(Document available for public consultation until 27 February 2019)

Public Consultation no. 3/2019
Draft CMVM Regulation on the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing 
(Document available for public consultation until 18 March 2019)

CMVM publishes the discussion and consultation paper on Sustainable Finance 
(Document available for public consultation until 30 April 2019)

Public Consultation no. 6/2019
Draft Regulation for the amendment to CMVM regulation no. 2/2002 and no. 12/2002, on the securitisation of credit claims
(Document available for public consultation until 17 December 2019)

Public Consultation no. 4/2019
Draft CMVM Regulation on the providing of information by public entities qualified as liquidating internalisers
(Document available for public consultation until 28 June 2019)

CMVM publishes the “Guide for the application of Audit Quality Indicators” for public discussion
(Document available for public consultation until 15 November 2019)

Public Consultation no. 5/2019
Draft Regulation for the amendment to CMVM regulation no. 2/2015 on the management activity of collective investment bodies
(Document available for public consultation until 17 December 2019)

Public Consultation no. 7/2019
Draft Regulation on the submission of information to the CMVM for the purposes of prudential supervision of collective investment 
management companies (SGOIC) and securitisation fund management companies (SGFTC) 
(Document available for public consultation until 17 December 2019)

Public Consultation no. 8/2019
Draft Regulation for the amendment to CMVM regulation no.3/2015 of 3 November 2015 on venture capital, social entrepreneurship and specialised 
alternative investment
(Document available for public consultation until 10 January 2020)
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Table 2 - CMVM Regulations published in 2019

Source: CMVM

Makes the fifth amendment to CMVM Regulation no. 4/2007, of 11 December 2007, on market, system, and service management 
entities and the third amendment to CMVM Regulation no. 5/2007, of 21 November 2007, on compensation, central 
consideration, and liquidation.

Real Estate Investment Companies for Stimulation of the Economy First

amendment to CMVM Regulation no. 2/2016, of 18 July

Makes the first amendment to CMVM Regulation no. 3/2007, of 5 November 2007, on Regulated Markets and Multilateral Trading 
Facilities; the second amendment to CMVM Regulation no. 2/2015, of 17 July 2015, on the Activity of Management of  Collective 
Investment Schemes, amended by CMVM Regulation no. 3/2018, of 28 January 2019; the first revision of CMVM Instruction 
no. 5/2016, on specific reports and the communication of non-compliance detected within the scope of the Management of 
Collective Investment Schemes.

Restricts the trade, distribution, and sale of contracts for difference and prohibits the trade, distribution, and sale of binary 
options in Portugal to retail investors

Governs the specific conditions on the provision of information on internalisation instructions provided to CMVM, by liquidation 
internalisers, pursuant to the provisions of Art. 9 CSDR, in the RTS 2017/391 and Commission Implementing Regulation 2017/393.

No. 1/2019

Regulation Description

No .2/2019

No. 3/2019

No.  4/2019

No. 5/2019

No. 6/2019

Table 3 - Relevant approved legislation on capital markets

Source: CMVM

Law 69/2019 of 28 August

Decree-Law 147/2019 of 30 September

Decree-Law 144/2019 of 23 September

Decree-Law 19/2019 of 28 January

Regulation (EU) no. 2017/2402 of the 
European Parliament and the 
Council, of 12 December 2017

Subject Corresponding European legislation

General scheme for securitisation and the creation of a 
specific scheme for a simple, transparent, and standardised 
securitisation

Contingency measures to be applied in the event that the 
United Kingdom exits the European Union without an 
agreement

Transfer to CMVM of the supervisory role over investment fund 
and securitisation of credit claim fund management schemes

Investment and real estate management schemes 

National legislation

https://www.cmvm.pt/en/Pages/homepage.aspx
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Table 4 - CMVM in international groups

ESMA - European Securities and Markets Authority

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS (BoS) 

MANAGEMENT BOARD

STAKEHOLDERS GROUP

Supervisory Convergence Standing Committee

Supervisory Convergence Standing Committee - Enforcement Workstream

CEMA - Committee on Economic and Market Analysis

Corporate Reporting Standing Committee

CRSC / European Enforcement Coordination Sessions

CRSC / IFRS - PG

CRSC / NRWG 

CRSC / ESEF WG

CRSC / FITF

Corporate Finance Standing Committee

CFSC / Corporate Governance Working Group

CFSC / Operational Working Group - OWG (Prospectuses)

Takeover Bids Network

Market Integrity Standing Committee

Financial Innovation Standing Committee

Investment Management Standing Committee

IMSC - Stress testing workstream

IMSC / Operational Working Group - OWG

Post-Trading Standing Committee

Secondary Markets Standing Committee

Investor Protection & Intermediaries Standing Committee

IT Management & Governance

Data Standing Committee 

DSC/Markets IT Task Force

DSC / Markets and Issuers Task Force (ex MiFIR Task Force)

DSC / Repository Task force (ex EMIR Task Force)

ESMA Communications Network

Human Resources Network

ESMA Legal Network 

ESMA International Relations Network 

Supervisory Convergence Network (Brexit)

Coordination Network on Sustainability

ESRB - European Systemic Risk Board 

General Board

IOSCO - International Organization of Securities Commissions

Board

President's Committee

MMoU Monitoring Group

European Regional Committee

CER - Committee on Emerging Risks

MMoU Screening Group

C1 - Auditing Subcommittee

C4 - Committee on Enforcement and the Exchange of Information

C5 - Committee on Investment Management 

C8 - Committee on Retail Investors

Sustainable Finance Network

EURONEXT + LCH.Clearnet + EMIR EURO CCP

EURONEXT College of Regulators - Presidentes

Steering Committee

WP3 - Working Party 3

WP7 - Working Party 7

Colégio LCH

Crisis Management Group da LCH

College EMIR EURO CCP

MIBEL

Technical Committee

Presidents' Committee

EUROPEAN COMMISSION

CE Company Law Expert Group

AURC - Audit Regulatory Committee

CEAOB - Plenário

CEAOB - Inspections Subgroup

CEAOB - Market Monitoring

CEAOB - College KPMG

CEAOB - College Deloitte

CEAOB - College PwC

College of regulators Euribor & Eonia

IFIAR - International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators

Plenary

Workshop - Inspections 

IIMV - Ibero-American Institute of Securities Markets Commissions 

Members Committee

OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

Corporate Governance Committee

INFE

Mediterranean Partnership

Mediterranean Partnership

Financial Action Task Force FAFT (GAFI)

Money Laundering

EBA

Standing Committee on Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the financing of 

Terrorism da EBA 

Source: CMVM
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Table 5 - Registration of operations/prospectus approvals (number)

OPSO 0 5 5 4 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

OPSA 0 2(1) 0 2(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

OPVA 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Takeover bids 2 3(2) 3 1(2) 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2

Subtotal of offerings 2 11 8 8 6 1 2 0 0 1 1 2

APB 0 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APADM 1 7 5 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AQP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 3 20 16 18 16 1 2 0 0 1 1 2

 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2020

 Carried forward from Submitted Registered/ Rejected Withdrawn  Abandoned/  Carried
   Approved   Not Launched  forward to

Source: CMVM.

(1) The two prospectuses are also OPVA. (2) One corresponds to the OPT and OPSO prospectus.

Key: OPSO - Public offering for the subscription of bonds. OPSA - Public offering for the subscription of shares. OPVA - Public offering for the sale of shares, including the collection of intentions. OPA – Takeover 

bid. APB - Approval of Base Prospectuses. APADM - Approval of Listing Prospectuses (without notice of public offering). AQP - Compulsory acquisitions.

Source: CMVM

Table 6 - Takeover Bids

Offeror   Offeree Type   No. of securities to be   Preço (€)  Valor Previsto (€) Valor Final (€)  Percentagem
Company Company of offer acquired    de sucesso (%)

João Manuel
de Quevedo Pereira 
Coutinho

SAG GEST – 
Soluções 
Automóveis 
Globais, SGPS, S.A. 

General and voluntary takeover
bid for the share capital of SAG
GEST –Soluções Automóveis
Globais, SGPS, S.A.

Up to 33,812,997 shares 0.06 € 2,079,499.32 € 1,522,045.50 € 75.02%

Cofina, SGPS, S.A., 
sociedade aberta

Grupo Média 
Capital, SGPS, 
S.A. 

General and voluntary takeover
bid for the share capital of Grupo
Média Capital, SGPS, S.A.

Up to 84,513,180 shares 2.13 € 10,467,533.15 € n.a. n.a.

Sport Lisboa e 
Benfica, SGPS, S.A.

Sport Lisboa e 
Banfica - Futebol, 
SAD

Partial and voluntary takeover 
bid for the Class B shares of 
Sport Lisboa e Benfica - Futebol, 
SAD

Up to 6,455,434 shares 5.00 € 32,277,170.00 € n.a. n.a.

Table 7- Approval of prospectuses for admission to trading of securitisation operations

Issuer Securities  Operation  Underlying credits  Assignor Total amount  Total issue
     admitted to trading

Source: CMVM

Ares Lusitani - STC Securitised
bonds

Project Gaia Non-performing loans Mimulus Finance D.A.C. 55,100,000 € 70,100,000 €

Tagus - STC Securitised
bonds

Volta VII Electricity 
Receivables 
Securitisation Notes

Credits related to the
implementation of energy policy

EDP - SU 475,000,000 € 476,321,000 €
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Table 8 - Approval of prospectuses for admission to trading of shares and bonds

Issuer Securities  Total amount admitted to trading 

SIC - Sociedade Independente de Comunicação, SA Bonds 51, 000, 000 €

Transportes Aéreos Portugueses, SA (TAP) Bonds 200,000,000 €

Sporting Clube de Portugal - Futebol, SAD Shares 28,000,000 €

Source: CMVM

Table 10 - Approval of advertisements included in offerings

Offerings to employees 8 5 17 8

Offerings with prospectuses approved by CMVM 57 64 92 133

 2016 2017 2018 2019

Source: CMVM

Table 9 - Approval of basic prospectuses

Source: CMVM

Issuer Issue Programme  Securities  Assets   Addenda

Banco BPI, S.A.

Banco BPI, S.A.

Banco Santander 

Totta, S.A.

Issue in the amount of 

7,000,000,000 €

Mortgage bonds Mortgage loans 2

Issue in the amount of 

2,000,000,000 €

Public sector bonds Public sector loans 0

Issue in the amount of 

12,500,000,000 €

Mortgage bonds Mortgage loans 1

Table 11 – Admission and exclusion of issuers in markets

Source: CMVM

 Shares Bonds
 Issuers admitted

 Shares Bonds
 Exclusion of issuers
Regulated market

0 3

2 5

 Shares Bonds
 Issuers admitted

 Shares Bonds
 Exclusion of issuers

3 2

4 2

Non-regulated market
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Source: CMVM

Table 12 - Market supervision operational indicators

1. . Occurrences inserted in the daily register 604  527

1.1. By type of origin 604 100.0% 527 100.0%

Sporadic and significant change in price 355 58.8% 101 19.2%

Persistent and significant change in price 86 14.2% 262 49.7%

Rumour or news item 71 11.8% 107 20.3%

Other situations (e.g. liquidity increases, characteristics of offerings, etc.) 92 15.2% 57 10.8%

3.1. By type of suspicion 52 100.0% 21 100.0%

Insider trading 23 44.2% 12 57.1%

Market manipulation 29 55.8% 9 42.9%

3.2. By type of conclusion o 52 100.0% 21 100.0%

Closure and filing 41 78.8% 16 76.2%

Preliminary investigation process 11 21.2% 5 23.8%

Administrative offence proceedings 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Notification 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

4.1. By type of origin 42 100.0% 26 100.0%

Domestic financial intermediaries 13 31.0% 7 26.9%

Foreign financial intermediaries (ex-vi of CMVM peers) 26 61.9% 11 42.3%

Private investors 2 4.8% 6 23.1%

Market management entities 1 2.4% 2 7.7%

4.2. By type of associated suspicion 42 100.0% 26 100.0%

Insider trading 14 33.3% 8 30.8%

Market manipulation 28 66.7% 18 69.2%

 2018  2019

Operational indicators Counts Weights Counts Weights

2. Preliminary analyses (real-time supervision) 35 22

3. Operations analysis (T+K supervision) 52 21

4. Reports of suspicious operations 42 26

5. Reports on short net positions 866  568 

5.1. Issuers warned 15  13 
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Table 13 - On-site inspections undertaken

Domestic credit institutions 3 6 7 5 6* 9*

Branch offices of credit institutions 1 - - 1 - -

Financial credit institutions - - - - 3 3

Financial brokerage companies - - - - - -

Brokerage companies - - - - - -

Investment consultancy companies 1 1 - 1 1 -

Asset management companies - 1 - - - -

Real estate investment funds management companies - 1 1 - 1 1

Securities investment fund management companies 1 2 1 1 1 -

Venture capital companies - 1 - - 1 1

Securitisation fund management companies - - - - - -

Credit securitisation companies - - - - - -

Unit-linked marketing entities - 1 - - - -

Market or systems management companies 1 1 - - - -

Real estate appraisers 1 1 - - - -

TOTAL  8 15 9 8 13 14

 Iniciadas Concluídas  Iniciadas Concluídas  Iniciadas Concluídas
 2017 2018 2019

Source: CMVM

* within the scope of supervision carried out on the placing of financial instruments

Table 14 – Issues analysed in on-site supervision actions in 2018 and 2019

Assessment of the adequate nature of the transaction 2 2     1              3 2

Internal organisation of the financial intermediary and separation of roles  2  1   1  1   1  1       2 5

Product governance  7                   - 7

Marketing of financial instruments 3 7                   3 7

Client orders  7     1              1 7

Client categorisation  2     1              1 2

Pre- and post-contractual information to investors 2 7     1              3 7

Prevention and management of conflicts of interest 1 2     1              2 2

Prevention of money laundering    1   1  1   1         2 2

Protection of client assets    2                 - 2

Asset valuation         1            1 -

Depositary activity of collective investment undertakings 3 2                   3 2

Other matters 2 2  2     1     1       3 5

 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019
Supervision topics addressed IC IFC SGP SCI SGFIM SGFII SCR Comerc.UL EGMS PAI Total 

Source: CMVM. Key: IC - Credit Institution/Financial Company, SGP - Asset Management Company, SCI - Investment Consultancy Company, SGFIM
- Management Company of Securities’ Investment Funds, SGFII - Management Company of Real Estate Investment Funds, SCR - Venture Capital Company, Comerc.UL 
-Marketing entities of unit-linked securities, EGMS - Market or system managers

Table 13 - On-site inspections undertaken

Domestic credit institutions 3 6 7 5 6* 9*

Branch offices of credit institutions 1 - - 1 - -

Financial credit institutions - - - - 3 3

Financial brokerage companies - - - - - -

Brokerage companies - - - - - -

Investment consultancy companies 1 1 - 1 1 -

Asset management companies - 1 - - - -

Real estate investment funds management companies - 1 1 - 1 1

Securities investment fund management companies 1 2 1 1 1 -

Venture capital companies - 1 - - 1 1

Securitisation fund management companies - - - - - -

Credit securitisation companies - - - - - -

Unit-linked marketing entities - 1 - - - -

Market or systems management companies 1 1 - - - -

Real estate appraisers 1 1 - - - -

TOTAL  8 15 9 8 13 14

 Iniciadas Concluídas  Iniciadas Concluídas  Iniciadas Concluídas
 2017 2018 2019

Source: CMVM

* within the scope of supervision carried out on the placing of financial instruments

Table 14 – Issues analysed in on-site supervision actions in 2018 and 2019

Assessment of the adequate nature of the transaction 2 2     1              3 2

Internal organisation of the financial intermediary and separation of roles  2  1   1  1   1  1       2 5

Product governance  7                   - 7

Marketing of financial instruments 3 7                   3 7

Client orders  7     1              1 7

Client categorisation  2     1              1 2

Pre- and post-contractual information to investors 2 7     1              3 7

Prevention and management of conflicts of interest 1 2     1              2 2

Prevention of money laundering    1   1  1   1         2 2

Protection of client assets    2                 - 2

Asset valuation         1            1 -

Depositary activity of collective investment undertakings 3 2                   3 2

Other matters 2 2  2     1     1       3 5

 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019
Supervision topics addressed IC IFC SGP SCI SGFIM SGFII SCR Comerc.UL EGMS PAI Total 

Source: CMVM. Key: IC - Credit Institution/Financial Company, SGP - Asset Management Company, SCI - Investment Consultancy Company, SGFIM
- Management Company of Securities’ Investment Funds, SGFII - Management Company of Real Estate Investment Funds, SCR - Venture Capital Company, Comerc.UL 
-Marketing entities of unit-linked securities, EGMS - Market or system managers
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Table 15 – Registration of Real Estate Appraisers

Natural persons 95 80 27 -43 20 23 1370 1470

Legal persons 11 18 1 -7 1 7 193 211

Total 106 98 28 -50 21 30 1563 1681

 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 on 31/12/2018 on 31/12/2019
Registered real  Registered Suspended (*) Cancelled Active 

Source: CMVM   

* represents the difference between suspensions and the lifting of suspensions.

estate appraisers

Quadro 16 - Novas entidades registadas

Investment companies 2 1 -50%

Management entities for EuVECA funds 1 0 -100%

Management entities for collaborative financing platforms 3 3 0%

Venture capital funds (*) 25 28 12%

Social entrepreneurship funds 0 1 -

Specialised alternative investment funds 0 1 -

Real estate investment funds (*) 7 8 14%

Securities investment funds (*) 13 12 -8%

Real estate appraisers 106 98 -8%

Venture capital companies 2 5 150%

Investment consultancy companies 2 3 50%

Management companies of venture capital funds  1 0 -100%

Management companies of real estate investment funds 2 0 -100%

Management companies of securities investment funds 0 1 -

Real estate investment companies under third-party management 5 7 40%

Self-operated real estate investment companies 2 0 -100%

Securities investment company 0 1 -

Credit securitisation companies 1 2 100%

Areas 2018 2019

 No. No. Var %

Source: CMVM

(*) includes autonomous asset compartments
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Table 19 - No. of Reports Issued Table 20 - Total fees for services rendered by type of entity

    Var.

 2018 2018 2019 2019/2018

  updated  updated

- from EIP 22,968 23,018 22,948 -70

- from NEIP 137,233 145,293 145,947 654

Total 160,201 168,311 168, 895 584

Source: CMVM

Note: NEIP = Entities that are not entities of public interest (EIP))

    Var.

 2018 2018 2019 2019/2018

  updated  updated

- On EIP 1,408 1,414 1,444 30

- On NEIP 27,718 29,976 30,085 109

Total 29,126 31,390 31,529 139

Source: CMVM

Note: NEIP = Entities that are not entities of public interest (EIP)

Table 17 - Auditors registered with CMVM

 2018 2019 2019/2018

SROC (Statutory Auditor Firms) 187 185 -2

ROC (Statutory Auditors) 1,223 1,217 -6

Total 1,410 1,402 -8

Table 18 - Type of Entities

    Var.

 2018 2018 2019 2019/2018

  updated  updated

EIP 1,095 1,108 1,108 0

EIP AUDITORS  58 53 53 0

Source: CMVM Source: CMVM

   Var.

Table 21 - Decisions in the inquiry phase of market crimes reported
to the Public Prosecutor’s Office (2009-2019)

 No. % Total

Inquiry phase 13 23

Closed 8 14

Agreement on temporary suspension 12 21

Indictment and Agreement on temporary suspension 8 14

Indictment 16 28

Source: CMVM
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Table 22 – Administrative Offence Proceedings

Table 23 – Non-administrative Offence Litigation 

(1)  Cases in progress on 1 January of each year 22 22 6 5 137 110 165 137

(2)  Cases initiated 3 2 0 1 9 6 12 9

(3) Cases in progress during the year (1) + (2) 25 24 6 6 146 116 177 146

(4) Cases closed 3 3 1 0 36 61 40 64

(5) Cases in progress at 31 December of each year (3) - (4) 22 21 5 6 110 55 137 82

 Administrative Litigation Tax Litigation Civil Litigation Total
 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

Source: CMVM

Cases carried forward from previous years 16 14 27 17 13 9 6 2 0 0 6 9 29 26 11 11 0 4 1 1 109 93

Cases started during the year 1 2 10 15 7 2 0 2 0 0 3 1 22 61 5 6 4 1 0 0 52 90

Cases joined during the year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0

Total 17 16 37 32 20 11 6 4 0 0 9 10 49 87 16 17 4 5 1 1 159 183

Investigations completed and no
proceedings filed in court 0 1 3 7 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 28

Proceedings judged  3 4 17 11 11 4 4 1 0 0 1 3 22 51 5 1 0 0 0 1 63 76

Cases in progress at the end of the year 14 11 17 14 9 6 2 1 0 0 8 7 27 20 11 15 4 5 1 0 93 79

Total 17 16 37 32 20 11 6 4 0 0 9 10 49 87 16 17 4 5 1 1 159 183

In the CMVM MER GCP QOI DPQ PIP IFnA IF AUD  BCFT PAI Total
 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

In the Courts                      

Cases subject to a final decision 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2

Cases pending at the end of the year 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 2

Total 1 0 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 4

Source: CMVM

Key: MER - Market Integrity and Equity, GCP - Collective Savings Management, QOI - Quality and Opportunity of Information, DPQ - Disclosure of Qualifying Holdings, PIP - Periodic Reporting, IFnA -

Unauthorised Financial Intermediation, IF - Financial Intermediation, AUD - Auditor, MLFT - Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, PAI - Real Estate Appraisers.

Table 22 – Administrative Offence Proceedings

Table 23 – Non-administrative Offence Litigation 

(1)  Cases in progress on 1 January of each year 22 22 6 5 137 110 165 137

(2)  Cases initiated 3 2 0 1 9 6 12 9

(3) Cases in progress during the year (1) + (2) 25 24 6 6 146 116 177 146

(4) Cases closed 3 3 1 0 36 61 40 64

(5) Cases in progress at 31 December of each year (3) - (4) 22 21 5 6 110 55 137 82

 Administrative Litigation Tax Litigation Civil Litigation Total
 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

Source: CMVM

Cases carried forward from previous years 16 14 27 17 13 9 6 2 0 0 6 9 29 26 11 11 0 4 1 1 109 93

Cases started during the year 1 2 10 15 7 2 0 2 0 0 3 1 22 61 5 6 4 1 0 0 52 90

Cases joined during the year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0

Total 17 16 37 32 20 11 6 4 0 0 9 10 49 87 16 17 4 5 1 1 159 183

Investigations completed and no
proceedings filed in court 0 1 3 7 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 28

Proceedings judged  3 4 17 11 11 4 4 1 0 0 1 3 22 51 5 1 0 0 0 1 63 76

Cases in progress at the end of the year 14 11 17 14 9 6 2 1 0 0 8 7 27 20 11 15 4 5 1 0 93 79

Total 17 16 37 32 20 11 6 4 0 0 9 10 49 87 16 17 4 5 1 1 159 183

In the CMVM MER GCP QOI DPQ PIP IFnA IF AUD  BCFT PAI Total
 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

In the Courts                      

Cases subject to a final decision 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2

Cases pending at the end of the year 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 2

Total 1 0 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 4

Source: CMVM

Key: MER - Market Integrity and Equity, GCP - Collective Savings Management, QOI - Quality and Opportunity of Information, DPQ - Disclosure of Qualifying Holdings, PIP - Periodic Reporting, IFnA -

Unauthorised Financial Intermediation, IF - Financial Intermediation, AUD - Auditor, MLFT - Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, PAI - Real Estate Appraisers.
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Table 24 – Fines applied

 2018 2019 Annual variation (%)

Number of fines 39 26 -33%

Amount of fines (thousands of euros) 2,165,000 1,880,000 -13%

Intended use for amounts of fines (thousands of euros)   

  - revenue for SII (Investor Compensation System) 2,095,000 1,870,000 -11%

 - revenue for CMVM (1) 70,000 10,000 -86%

Source: CMVM

(1) The amount of fines applied within the scope of administrative offence cases for violations of the Legal Regime for Audit Supervision 

Table 25 – Total requests for investor support

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2019/2018 change (%)

Complaints 1,712 1,112 1,384 462 401 -13%

Requests for information 5,466 5,335 4,494 2,220 2,423 9%

Reported wrongdoing (Whistleblowing) 47 22 28 61 108 77%

Certificates 3,196 3,172 3,308 3,419 4,270 25%

Total 10,421 9,641 9,214 6,162 7,202 17%

Source: CMVM

Table 26 – Total complaints received, by type of entity

Complaints received, by type of entity object of complaint 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019  2019/2018 change(%)

Financial intermediaries 1,669 1,091 1,349 436 389 -11%

Issuers 25 14 14 10 5 -50%

Others 18 18 21 16 7 -56%

Total 1,712 1,123 1,384 462 401 -13%

Source: CMVM
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Table 27 – Complaints received, by type of financial instrument

Type of financial instrument 2018 (%) 2019 (%)

Shares / Preferred Shares / Rights 29% 36%

Bonds / Commercial Paper 26% 18%

Investment funds 13% 22%

Structured bonds (Notes) 4% 2%

Other complex financial instruments 1% 0%

CFDs / Certificates / Warrants / Options / Futures 1% 3%

Other / Not applicable 25% 18%

Source: CMVM

Table 28 – Type of settlement of closed complaint processes

Closed complaint processes by type of settlement 2018 2019 Annual change (%)

Entity object of complaint satisfied complainant’s intention 13% 10% -3%

Response not favourable to the complainant 35% 61% 26%

Entity object of complaint did not satisfy complainant’s intention and did not present 

evidence that, in CMVM’s view, would contradict the grounds of the complaint 24% 20% -4%

Clarification by CMVM without need to submit the matter to the entity object of complaint 19% 1% -18%

Withdrawn by the complainant 3% 1% -2%

Pending appraisal by the court 0% 0% 0%

Not accepted 5% 6% 1%

Source: CMVM
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Table 30 – Complaints received, by subject

 2018 2019

Execution of orders 20% 33%

Commissions / Charges / Contractual clauses 24% 18%

Custody / Interest / Dividends 15% 17%

Quality / Appropriateness of Information Provided 32% 14%

Unauthorised subscription 1% 0%

Portfolio management / Consultancy 0% 0%

Other reasons 9% 17%

Source: CMVM

Table 29 – Complaints received according to entity object of complaint

Entity object of complaint No. of complaints received Share of  total (%) Variation year-on-year (%)

(1) No complaints the previous year. Source: CMVM

>= 30 Complaints received   

Orey Financial - Instituição Financeira de Crédito, SA 31 7.7% 675.0%

Caixa Geral de Depósitos, SA 57 14.2% 9.6%

Banco BPI, SA 45 11.2% 0.0%

Banco Comercial Português, SA 49 12.2% -15.5%

Novo Banco, SA 42 10.5% -16.0%

Banco Santander Totta, SA 66 16.5% -17.5%

>= 10 and < 30 Complaints received

Caixa Económica Montepio Geral, Caixa Económica Bancária, SA 11 2.7% 0,0%

Bankinter, S.A. - Sucursal em Portugal 13 3.2% -51.9%

ABANCA Corporación Bancaria, SA - Sucursal em Portugal 12 3.0% (1)

>= 5 and < 10 Complaints received

Caixa Central - Caixa Central de Crédito Agrícola Mútuo, Crl 5 1.2% 150.0%

Banco ActivoBank, SA 8 2.0% 0.0%

BEST - Banco Electrónico de Serviço Total, SA 8 2.0% -46.7%

Banif - Banco Internacional do Funchal, SA 6 1.5% -60.0%

Deutsche Bank Aktiengesellschaft - Sucursal em Portugal 9 2.2% -65.4%

> 1 and < 5 Complaints received

Banco LJ Carregosa, SA 3 0.7% 200.0%

Whitestar Asset Solutions, SA 2 0.5% 100.0%

X-Trade Brokers Dom Maklerski SA - Sucursal em Portugal 3 0.7% 50.0%

Banco de Investimento Global, SA 4 1.0% 33.3%

Banco Invest, SA 4 1.0% -20.0%

DeGiro BV 2 0.5% -33.3%

Portugal Telecom International Finance BV 3 0.7% -40.0%

Banco BIC Português, SA 2 0.5% -60.0%

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (Portugal), SA 2 0.5% -60.0%

TAP  - Transportes Aéreos Portugueses, SA 2 0.5% (1)

<= 1 Complaint received

Others 12 3,0% n.a.
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Table 31 - Financial Literacy

Source: CMVM

*MPME - micro, small and medium-sized enterprises

 Target Audience Total
 Training courses

 Teacher training 62

 Training of IEFP trainers No. of participants

 Coimbra 30

 Vila Real 40

 Beja 30

 Subtotal 100

 Training of technicians of local authorities No. of participants

 Macedo de Cavaleiros 30

 Subtotal 30

Awareness raising actions

 Schools No. of students

  Global Money Week 120

  World Investor Week 300

  Financial Training Week 1,710

 Subtotal 2,130

 Autarquias No. of participants

  Financial Training Week: 

 CIM of Terras de Trás-os-Montes 530

 Subtotal 530

 Other audiences No. of participants

 Psychologists 90

 Footballers 70

 MSME* businesspeople 518

 IEFP 2,200

 Subtotal 2,878

“Todos Contam” (Everyone Counts) Project

Agreements signed by the CNSF

  “Todos Contam” Schools Network 460

 7th Edition of “Todos Contam” Competition Applications: 58

  Schools: 70

  Students: 11,000

  Applications: 563

 Distribution of Financial Education Notebooks in Schools 1,000

Agreement with the Intermunicipal Community of Terras de Trás-os-Montes 1
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Table 33 - CMVM website traffic

Homepage 780,258 12% 641,833 10% -17.7%

Information Disclosure System (SDI) 4,029,449 63% 3,857,741 62% -4.3%

   SDI - Issuers 2,526,800 39% 2,442,549 40% -3.3%

   SDI - Funds/Asset Management 750,274 12% 747,525 12% -0.4%

   SDI - Financial intermediaries 176,833 3% 220,242 4% 24.5%

   SDI - Venture capital 80,154 1% 94,367 2% 17.7%

   SDI - Real estate appraisers 289,064 4% 151,372 2% -47.6%

   SDI - Auditors 64,812 1% 60,515 1% -6.6%

   SDI - Other 141,512 2% 141,171 2% -0.2%

CMVM 177,423 3% 173,740 3% -2.1%

Communiqués and administrative offences 194,676 3% 283,146 5% 45.4%

Legislation and public consultations 373,465 6% 388,568 6% 4.0%

Publications  117,502 2% 168,864 3% 43.7%

Statistics 41,540 1% 50,425 1% 21.4%

International activity 10,482 0% 12,954 0% 23.6%

Investor area 185,296 3% 182,361 3% -1.6%

Others 532,367 8% 423,933 7% -20.37%

Total 6,442,458 100% 6,183,565 100% -4.02%

     

Nº de utilizadores 461,407  546,564  18.5%

 2018 2019 2019/2018

Site area Page views % total Page views % total Change %

Source: CMVM

Table 32 - Number of communications disclosed/posted on the CMVM Website

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Change 2018/
      /2019 (%)

Significant facts/Privileged information 1,494  1,480 1,434 1,389 1,317 -5%

Other Information 2,758 2,395 2,117 1,760 1,721 -2%

Rendering of accounts 305  492 453 413 398 -4%

Qualifying holdings 380  247 351 305 238 -22%

Offering documents 902  509 271 275 244 -11%

Total 5,839 5,123 4,626 4,142 3,918 -5%

Prospectuses 216 619 582 568 598 5%

Management regulations 245  527 474 243 446 84%

Reports and Accounts 578  792 724 706 715 1%

Relevant information 1,350  1,154 955 1,428 923 -35%

Total 2,389 3,092 2,735 2,945 2,682 -9%

Price schedules  67 62 47 51 41 -20%

Total 67 62 47 51 41 -20%

Complex financial products 125 99 51 1 99 9800%

Unit-Linked 396  532 456 175 0 -100%

Open pension funds for individual subscription 87  81 107 95 6 -94%

Total 610 753 614 271 105 -61%

Source: CMVM

Issuers

Bodies of

Collective Investment

Financial Intermediaries

Others
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able 34 - CMVM staff, by position and area

 2018  2019 

 N.º  % N.º  % Annual change (%)

Executive positions 21 9% 21 9% 0%

Technical 179 74% 172 75% -4%

Administrative 38 16% 34 15% -11%

Auxiliary 3 1% 3 1% 0%

Total 241 100% 230 100% -5%

Source: CMVM

Table 35 - Distribution of CMVM staff, by educational
level (as at 31 December)

Table 36 - Gender distribution in 2019

Educational qualifications  2018  2019

Basic Education  3.70%  3.90%

Secondary education  12.90%  12.60%

Foundation degree  1.70%  1.30%

Bachelor’s degree  52.70%  54.40%

Master's degree  26.10%  24.80%

Doctorate  2.90%  2.90%

Source: CMVM

  N.º   %

Female  143  62%

Male  87  38%

Total  230  100%

Source: CMVM

Table 37 – Development and qualification
of CMVM staff in 2019 | Training hours,
by subject area

Table 38 - Development and qualification
of CMVM staff in 2019 | Training hours,
by nature of actions

Subject areas of training actions No. of training hours % of total

Tecnologias / Sistemas de informação 3,582 39%

Técnicas de supervisão e auditoria 1,427 16%

Temas jurídicos e do mercado de capitais 1,221 13%

Inovação financeira 995 11%

Gestão de topo e liderança 903 10%

Competências comportamentais 592 7%

Outros 376 4%

Source: CMVM

Nature of training actions No. of training hours % of total

Training at CMVM

by outside trainers 4,715  52%

International outside training 493  5%

Domestic outside training 2,093  23%

Internal training 1,794  20%

Source: CMVM
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ANNEX II
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Table 1 - Main balance sheet as at 31 December 2019 and 2018

 Dates
 31/12/2019 31/12/2018

10 21,205 22,455

9 2,258 2,294

8/11 26,176 26,156

22 8 21

 49,647 50,927

11 1,333 1 111

11 33 1

11 3,093 2,947

22 763 953

8 106 0 

7/11 5,155 4,753

 10,482 9,766

 60,130 60,693

Source: CMVM. Key: see notes in TOME II

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Tangible fixed assets

Intangible assets

Other financial assets

Deferrals

Current assets

Clients, Contributors and Users

State and other public bodies

Other receivables

Deferrals

Other financial assets

Cash and bank deposits

Headings

Total assets

14 282 282

14 56,409 56,409 

14 127 0

10/14 13 13

14/15/17 1,179 733

14 -719 127

 57,291 57,564

NET ASSETS

Assets

Reserves

Retained earnings

Revaluation surplus

Other changes in Net Assets

Net profit for the period

Total Net Assets

12 0 13

11 3 29

11 528 603

11 2,308 2,484

 2,839 3,129

 60,130 60,693

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities

Provisions

Current liabilities

Suppliers

State and other public bodies

Other accounts payable

Total do Património Liquido e Passivo

Total do passivo

Notes
Thousands of euros
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Table 2 – Income statement by nature for years ending on 31 December 2019 and 2018

 Periods
 2019 2018

16 22,334 22,401

19 -1,305 -1,131

16/17 261 159

18/20 -3,242 -3,148

15 -15,866 -15,747

11 -65 33

12 13 -

8/11/16 3 1

16 289 207

21 -835 -884

 

 1,589 1,891

Source: CMVM. Key: see notes in TOME II

Taxes and Fees

Current transfers and subsidies granted

Subsidies obtained

External supplies and services

Personnel costs

Impairment  of receivables  (losses/reversals) 

Provisions (increases/reductions)

Increases/Reductions of fair value

Other income 

Other expenditures

Income and expenditures

Profit before depreciation and financing expense

9/10 -2,337 -1,778

  

 -748 113

Depreciation and amortisation expense/reversals

Operating result (before financing expenses and taxes)

16 39 19

 -709 132

Interest and similar income earned

Profit before taxes

13 -10 -5

  

 -719 127

Income tax for the period

Net profit for the period

Notes
Thousands of euros
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ANNEX III
COURT DECISIONS IN 2019

In the period between 2009 and 2019, we sent 57 commu-

nications to the Public Prosecutor’s Office, only 8 of which 

were closed and filed during the inquiry phase (14%). In-

dictments were brought by the Public Prosecutor in 24 

cases, and in 8 of these cases there was an agreement for 

temporary suspension in the evidence-taking phase. Another 

12 cases also ended with an agreement on temporary suspen-

sion, which entailed the full return of the gains obtained and the 

payment of injunctions to the account of social solidarity insti-

tutions and the Investor Compensation System (SII) itself by the 

defendants, which were more than the number of cases.

In 2019, the Lisbon Court of Appeal issued two rulings, in two 

cases, one of them in which the Lisbon Criminal Court had 

handed down a guilty sentence for the commission of the crime 

of market manipulation and the other in which the sentence ab-

solved the defendant(s) of the commission of the crime of in-

sider trading. In these two cases, the Lisbon Court of Appeal 

confirmed the decisions of the lower court. During the inquiry 

phase, a decision was also issued in 2019 for the closing and ar-

chiving of a case of insider trading.

CLOSED AND ARCHIVED

CASE A

EVIDENCE OF INSIDER TRADING,  
WITH THE TRANSMISSION
OF INSIDE INFORMATION 

In 2016, the CMVM reported to the Public Prosecutor’s Office 

a case with evidence of the commission of a crime of insi- 

der trading on the eve of the disclosure of inside information 

of a highly negative nature. In the phase of preliminary investi-

gations, evidence was gathered indicating that the defendant, 

especially qualified by his professional career and specialised 

academic training, was in the possession of inside informa-

tion related to the preparation of an event that would cause 

the shares of the issuing company to lose their entire value. 

He passed this information on to a third party. The information 

transmitted was reserved and privileged on that date, and was 

highly price sensitive in nature.

At the end of December 2019, the Public Prosecutor’s Office 

filed an order to close the case, a decision based on the fact 

that it did not have “any additional element that would allow it to 

affirm, with a margin of certainty, that the defendant possessed 

insider information and that he passed it on in this message”, al-

though it considered that “all the depositions taken in the case 

files” were “unanimous in transmitting the idea that something 

was about to happen, but simply one did not know what.”

It was the opinion of the Public Prosecutor’s Office that, “des- 

pite not discounting the strong suspicion surrounding the ob-

taining of inside information and passing it on, the truth is that 

the evidence gathered is insufficient to support an indictment 

https://www.cmvm.pt/en/Pages/homepage.aspx
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against the defendant that would, to a great degree of likelihood, 

lead to a conviction, because there is no direct proof of the ob-

taining of the information and the indirect evidence that exists is 

limited and inconsistent for achieving that end.”

RULINGS AND SENTENCES

CASE B

EVIDENCE OF MARKET 
MANIPULATION BY
A PARTICULARLY SKILFUL
PRIVATE INVESTOR 

In 2016, the Public Prosecutor’s Office accused an investor, 

who had specialised academic training in economics and 

who had been a director of an entity under the supervision 

of CMVM, of committing one count of the crime of market ma-

nipulation. The defendant’s strategy of intervention consist-

ed of buying and selling shares of a security with little liquid-

ity, trading “with himself” on the market, through his private 

accounts and the account of a company of which he was the 

majority shareholder (wash trades). The investor transmitted 

buy and sell orders, at times through different financial inter-

mediaries, in order to “cross” those orders and carry out fic-

titious trades, causing artificial variations in the prices and 

create the appearance of liquidity that the security did not 

actually have.

The Public Prosecutor’s Office held that the defendant “(…) 

knew full well that the transactions described above consti-

tuted fictitious operations, as they were carried out between 

himself and the entity of which he was the legal representative, 

holding the totality of the corresponding share capital, directly 

or indirectly, through his family members, and there was there-

fore no change in the material ownership of the aforesaid se-

curity. (…) with the behaviour described above, the defendant 

acted and accomplished his purpose to generate an artificial 

volume of trade of the shares of [company X] (…)”.

In 2018, the Lisbon Criminal Court concluded that the defend-

ant acted [being] “aware of the illegality of his conduct and of 

the consequences of his actions”, that there was an “artificial 

creation of prices” and that the operations “were carried out 

without any change of their economic beneficiary”. The defend-

ant was found guilty of the crime of market manipulation, with a 

penalty of a fine, the gain obtained thereby being declared lost 

in favour of the State.

In 2019, the Lisbon Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal filed 

by the defendant, confirming in full the guilty sentence, ex-

pressly stating in its decision that “the statements of the wit-

nesses and the vast number of documents leave no room for 

doubts about the proper valuation of the evidence produced and 

analysed in the trial hearing”. The ruling goes on to say“ (…) it is 

evident that the conduct of the defendant fills all the elements 

typifying the crime in question”, concluding that the defendant“ 

(…) unequivocally succeeded, through a fraudulent practice, to 

artificially alter the regular functioning of the market in regard 

to the aforesaid shares and their conditions, knowing that this 

was prohibited by law” and that “the trades carried out between 

[the investor X] and the [company Y] were fictitious transac-

tions (wash trades), as they were carried out without any change 

in their economic beneficiary, despite being made between dis-

tinctly different legal persons”. Consequently, the Lisbon Court 

of Appeal concluded that “There is no comment or alteration to 

be made in regard to the imputation of the crime of market ma-

nipulation (…) committed by the appellant [investor X]”.
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CASE C

EVIDENCE OF INSIDER TRADING 
BY EMPLOYEE 
OF A PUBLIC ENTITY
 

In 2017, the Public Prosecutor’s Office brought an indictment 

for the commission of the crime of insider trading against an 

investor particularly capable of the fact, because of the po-

sition he held in a public entity at the time and his specialised 

academic background.

The criminal case originated in a 2016 report by the CMVM re-

garding the aforesaid investor, who divested himself of all the 

shares he held in a company on the last trading day before the 

disclosure of highly negative inside information, allowing the 

investor to avoid the total loss of his investment.

According to written information provided by the public body, 

the investor belonged to the group of employees charged with 

the preparation of the event that led to the complete loss in val-

ue of the shares of the issuing company and consequently the 

suspension of their trade.

The Public Prosecutor’s Office believed that the defendant “(…) 

knew full well that, as a worker of […] he was subject to  secre-

cy in regard to the facts he became aware of exclusively through 

the exercise of his duties, and he was therefore prohibited from 

disclosing or making use of that information.”

The trial hearing was held, and the Court ruled that it had been 

demonstrated that, at the moment in which the investor or-

dered the sale of his shares, he knew about the preparation 

of the event that led to the shares’ losing their full value. The 

Court, however, considered that said information was already 

generally known (as it had not been possible for the public enti-

ty to safeguard the confidentiality of the information), and the 

investor was therefore absolved.

In fact, in 2018, the Lisbon Criminal Court handed down the sen-

tence absolving the defendant, stating that the “information (no 

matter how closely ( …it…) kept it classified as confidential) was 

in the newspapers… it was public.” In absolving the defendant, 

the Court went on to explain that “had there been no informa-

tion in the market (…) on that date and the information held by 

the defendant because of his duties (…) could not have been con-

sidered anything other than inside information, and had he sold 

his shares after gaining such knowledge, we would not have been 

able to avoid concluding that the legal elements for the crime in 

question had been met.”

The Public Prosecutor’s Office appealed the sentence. In 

2019, the Lisbon Court of Appeal issued its ruling, rejecting 

the appeal and confirming the sentence of not guilty. The Lis-

bon Court of Appeal considered that “(…) [the evidence] does 

not show that the defendant had inside or relevant information 

(…), in the relevant period, that is, before the sale of the shares” 

and the conclusion reached by the lower Court “(…) is under-

standable, clear and logical, and in line with the rules of expe-

rience”, adding that “(…) this Court having critically considered 

all the evidence brought forth, and linking it together, it is fur-

thermore necessary to raise the principles of the presumption 

of innocence and in dubio pro reo (…). As a corollary of the prin-

ciple of the defendant’s innocence” that “presupposes the exist-

ence of a non liquet that is to be resolved in the defendant’s fa-

vour”, concluding that, in these terms, [we] “do not find an error 

of judgement or violation of the principle of free evaluation of the 

evidence.” However, in regard to the finding of an error in the 
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subsumption of the law to the facts, pointed out in the appeal 

filed by the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the Court merely alludes 

to the fact that “this error is the result of the change in the fac-

tual material, proved and not proved, as the Appellant intended. 

As this was not the case, the application of the law to the facts 

made by the Honourable Judge remains intact.” The change in 

the factual material appeared in the appeal filed by the Pub-

lic Prosecutor’s Office, which, it is remembered, had brought 

an indictment for the commission of a crime of insider trading. 

CASE D

EVIDENCE OF INSIDER TRADING 
IN THE EARLY DISCLOSURE 
OF INSIDE INFORMATION 

In 2015, the CMVM reported a case of evidence of insider trad-

ing to the Public Prosecutor’s Office. Over the course of about 

two years, a private investor carried out operations to purchase 

a certain share of a company Y, always on the eve of the dis-

closure of inside information. The shares purchased were al-

ways sold a few days following the disclosure of inside informa-

tion, which enabled him to obtain financial gains with the rise in 

the price resulting from the disclosure of the information. CM-

VM’s analysis led to the conclusion that the investor only began 

trading said shares after assuming duties as a member of the 

management board of a subsidiary company fully controlled by 

company Y. At the date of the facts, he was still performing ad-

visory duties to the directors of company Y.

The Public Prosecutor’s Office brought an indictment in 2016, 

stating that “in buying shares of [company Y] to sell them follow-

ing the disclosure of the aforesaid communiqués, the defendant 

knew he was using that information with the intention of obtaining 

illegal gains for himself with the purchase and sales of the shares.”

The investor requested the opening of evidence-taking. The 

decision of the evidence-taking phase led to the defendant be-

ing charged for the practice of the crimes imputed to him in the 

indictment, and the case was ordered to be sent to trial. The 

order issued by the Preliminary Examining Criminal Court of 

Lisbon reads, “(…) all the transactions were carried out in such 

proximity of time with the market communiqués (…) that it is not 

credible that his options for operations on the stock exchange 

were not tied to the inside information of the defendant (…)”, and 

the evidence of the commission of the facts for which the de-

fendant is accused “(…) was not undermined in this phase of the 

proceedings (…).”

In 2017, the Lisbon Criminal Court handed down the sentence, 

finding the defendant guilty of the practice of four counts of in-

sider trading. The sentence issued states that, “despite all the 

explanations put forth by the defendant, his statements (…), did 

not merit the least credibility on our part, seeing that they were 

refuted by the mass of evidence presented at the trial hearing 

and because they are contrary to all the rules of common ex-

perience.” The Court goes on to say that “analysing the set of 

facts presented in the light of the rules of common experience 

and the criteria of normalcy, we are forced to conclude that the 

defendant gave purchase orders for the shares of [company Y] 

(…), because, in some manner that was not concretely ascer-

tained, he had learned of the existence of the decisions on the 

concession and awarding of work contracts to [company Y] (…)”. 

In light of the foregoing, the Court sentenced the defendant to 

pay a monetary penalty and declare the economic advantages 

gained as lost in favour of the State, equivalent to capital gains, 

and to an accessory penalty of publication of the sentence. The 

defendant appealed the guilty verdict.
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In 2018, the Lisbon Court of Appeal believed that “(…) the sen-

tence makes a proper legal-criminal application to the facts, and 

there are no reasons to deem any elements in them to be lack-

ing,” confirming the conviction handed down in the lower court, 

only revoking the accessory penalty of publication of the guilty 

sentence. The decision became final in early 2019.

CASE E

EVIDENCE 
OF INSIDER TRADING 
BY BANK EMPLOYEES 

In 2012, the CMVM reported a case of evidence of insider 

trading to the Public Prosecutor’s Office. A bank purchased 

shares of one of the companies with the most weight in the 

PSI20 for its own portfolio. The purchases were made with-

in three days prior to the disclosure of inside information that 

caused a significant rise in the share price. The subsequent 

sale of almost all the shares purchased resulted in capital gains 

of about 10,000,000 euros for the bank.

At the date of the facts, the financial group of which the bank 

was a member was in possession of inside information on the 

fact that was disclosed. The transactions also had the par-

ticularity of the purchases being made in two bilateral deals, 

the bank, as the portfolio manager of an insurance compa-

ny (in which it was a shareholder with a qualified holding), be-

ing the party that also made the corresponding decisions to 

sell (it decided on the purchase for its own portfolio, while de-

ciding on the sale for the portfolio that was under its manage-

ment). Thus, the bank decided to sell the shares of the port-

folio it managed (and at the same time, it decided on the early 

termination of a derivative contract–equity swap –that gave the 

holders of the portfolio under its management the economic 

benefit over the shares) and decided to purchase for its own 

portfolio, the shares covered by the equity swap.

A few days after the disclosure of the inside information, the 

bank sold almost all of the shares it had bought, most of them 

to the aforesaid managed portfolio (which repurchased them 

at a higher price). Once again, the decision to buy the shares 

was made by the bank as manager of that portfolio (a short 

time later, and again upon decision by the bank, the shares in 

question were again sold by the portfolio under management, 

with a new and significant capital loss). According to the writ-

ten information provided to the CMVM by the bank itself, the 

qualified holding of the bank in the company that disclosed the 

inside information was of a strategic nature and the investment 

decisions related to strategic holdings were the responsibili-

ty of the bank’s executive committee. The purchase that was 

at the origin of CMVM’s report involved a significant quantity of 

shares with a value that was also very significant: more than 

0.5% of the share capital of the company that disclosed the in-

side information, and an amount greater than 85,000,000 euros 

(over 15% of the bank’s own equity at that date).

In 2014, the Public Prosecutor’s Office accused three em-

ployees of the bank of being co-perpetrators of one count 

of insider trading. The defendants requested the opening of 

evidence-taking.

The Preliminary Examining Criminal Court of Lisbon issued 

an order of indictment in 2015, having considered that there 

were “sufficient elements in the case files that would sustain 

that accusation in a trial hearing,” from which it was “(…) evi-

dent that the proposition presented by the prosecution, point-

ing to a reasonable probability of the defendants being found 
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guilty, is not refuted in the least.”

The case went to trial. In early 2016, the Lisbon Criminal Court 

handed down a sentence absolving the defendants, as it did 

not consider that the commission of a crime of insider trading 

had been proved. The Public Prosecutor’s Office appealed the 

decision.

The Lisbon Court of Appeal upheld the appeal in July 2016 and 

reversed the initial sentence, ordering it be replaced by another 

that would find the three defendants guilty as co-perpetrators 

of one count of insider trading, deeming the facts to be proved 

that the Court of 1st Instance had considered not proved. The 

ruling handed down states, “[The examination] of the case 

files shows that the evidence presented in the proceedings, by 

witnesses and in documents, as we have said, points precise-

ly to the conclusion contrary to that of the sentence under ap-

peal (…). Looking at the grounds for the decision, it is seen that 

it is supported exclusively on the statements of the Defendants”, 

and that, “The decision did not take care to apply the Law to the 

facts, nor did it take care to do so in a number of other situations 

we will continue to see. It assumed without any verification of 

applicable Law (…)”. The case was sent back to the lower court 

for the issuing of a guilty verdict.

In June 2017, in light of the decision by the Lisbon Court of Ap-

peal, a new sentence was issued by the Lisbon Criminal Court 

that convicted the defendants as co-perpetrators of the crime 

of insider trading and declared proved all the material with rel-

evance to the cause (previously considered unproved) and ap-

plied a penalty of fine to each of the defendants, in the over-

all amount of 19,000 euros, and further declared the capital 

gain obtained by the bank as lost in favour of the State, in the 

amount of around 5,000,000 euros. 

In July 2017, this guilty verdict by the Criminal Court was an-

nulled by force of the revocation of the previous ruling of the 

Lisbon Court of Appeal (of July 2016), through the ruling of the 

Supreme Court of Justice, handed down within the scope of an 

extraordinary appeal filed by the defendants against a decision 

issued against the jurisprudence established by the Supreme 

Court of Justice. The Supreme Court of Justice ruled that the 

Lisbon Court of Appeal, in the case in question, did not comply 

with the established jurisprudence and decided on the convic-

tion of the defendants, but without establishing the applicable 

penalties, so that the Supreme Court decided “to revoke the rul-

ing handed down and appealed (…), which must be replaced by 

another that applies the established jurisprudence.”

In June 2018, a new decision was issued by the Lisbon Court of 

Appeal, which again convicted the three defendants as co-per-

petrators of one count of insider trading, applying a penalty of 

fine to each of them, in the overall amount of 19,000 euros, and 

declaring the capital gain obtained by the bank as lost in favour 

of the State. In fact, the Court of Appeal declared that it was 

proved that “The defendants (…) decided their investment posi-

tions in question in the case files, carried out by second parties, 

in the manner agreed between all of them, at market prices, us-

ing information that gave them an unequal advantage over the 

other investors in the stock exchange.” The defendants pleaded 

for the nullity of the ruling in question.

In October 2018, following a request presented by the defend-

ants, with the support of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the 

Lisbon Court of Appeal declared the expiration of the time lim-

its on the criminal proceedings, seeing that more than 10 years 

and 6 months had elapsed since the punishable events. The 

guilty sentence handed down in the case files therefore pro-

duced no legal effects. l
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